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Our reliance on the Internet continues to grow; however, Internet communication has seen little progress over the years because it typically spans multiple Autonomous Systems (ASes) that are operated by individual Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and organizations. This inherent autonomy of the Internet limits the visibility into other networks and the velocity of change. As a result, public Internet communication has become the weak link for Internet-based services.

In this thesis, I design, build, and evaluate practical algorithms and systems that ISPs and cloud providers can use to analyze Internet routing policies and localize faults in the Internet. Knowledge of the business relationships between ASes is essential to understanding the behavior of the Internet routing system. I develop ProbLink, a probabilistic algorithm to infer business relationships between ASes in the Internet. By integrating noisy but useful features, it overcomes the challenges in inferring hard links such as routing violating the valley-free assumption, limited visibility, and non-conventional peering practices. I build three real-world applications on top of ProbLink and show that ProbLink has a significant impact when applied to practical applications compared to the state-of-the-art inference algorithms based on empirical rules. For Internet-based services such as video calls and online games, providing low latency is important. I design and build a system, BlameIt, that automatically localizes the faulty AS when there is latency
degradation between clients and clouds. BlameIt employs a hybrid two-phased blame assignment, combining the best parts of passive analysis (low measurement overhead) and active probing (fine-grained fault localization). BlameIt has been in production deployment for 3 years at Microsoft Azure and produces results with high accuracy at low overheads.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Our lives are increasingly dependent on the Internet. As of January 2021, there were 4.66 billion active internet users worldwide, which took 53 percent of the global population [109]. The COVID-19 pandemic drastically changed the way people work and live — billions of people had to depend on the Internet for daily work, education, and social activities. The Internet traffic increased about 20% after the worldwide lockdowns started within only one week [36].

Even though the demand for highly reliable and performant Internet continues to grow, public Internet communication has seen little progress over the years because it typically spans multiple administrative domains called Autonomous Systems (ASes), and each domain is operated by an individual ISP or an organization. The network operators in an AS have little visibility into and even less control over the routing policies and decisions of the other networks in the Internet.

The limited visibility of the routing policies causes the Internet vulnerable to several security issues such as Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) prefix hijacks and BGP route leaks. Let us take route leaks as an example. Route leaks constitute a type of prevalent routing incidents that can cause significant disruptions to Internet routing. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) defined a BGP route leak as “the propagation of routing announcement(s) beyond their intended scope. That is, an announcement from an Autonomous System (AS) of a learned BGP route to another AS is in violation of the intended policies of the receiver, the sender, and/or one of the ASes along the preceding AS path” [101]. On November 5, 2012, a Google peer Moratel (AS23947) improperly advertised Google routes to its provider, causing Moratel’s providers to select the leaked routes as the pre-
ferred ones destined to Google. As Moratel could not handle such large traffic volumes, Google’s services went offline in parts of Asia for half an hour [49]. Recently, attackers exploited route leaks to steal cryptocurrencies [23].

One way to combat route leaks is to build a route leak detection system by checking the “valley-free” routing property, i.e., a customer AS does not transit traffic from its provider to another, and peers do not transit traffic from one peer to another. BGP selects route based on policy, and routing policies are usually determined by the business relationships between ASes. However, business relationships are often kept confidential, which makes it hard to detect and prevent route leaks and other Internet routing issues.

In addition to the demand for Internet security, there is also a demand for high-performance Internet. To deliver high-performance Internet-based services, cloud providers such as Microsoft, Google, and Amazon constructed their own global backbone networks. These largest providers’ backbone networks consist of dozens of edge sites and tens of cloud locations which are interconnected via a private Wide Area Network (WAN). The cloud locations host many interactive (latency-sensitive) services that cater to consumer and enterprise clients covering a broad set of products around productivity, search, communications, and storage. The edge locations are the first stop in the cloud network that customers hit, and with edge locations spread out worldwide, customers all over can reach the cloud resources with low latency. Moreover, to shorten the hops to the users in terms of the AS-level path, the cloud providers extensively peer with lower-tier ISPs, bringing their private networks closer to users. For example, the Microsoft Azure network has 61 cloud locations and over 160 edge locations, and peers with more than 4,000 ASes.

Users either reach the cloud providers via direct peering or via multiple ASes. While the spread of cloud locations as well as edge locations means that there are fewer ASes between the client AS and the cloud, when the latency experienced by clients increases and breaches the round-trip time (RTT) target, cloud providers want to know which AS in the path is causing the latency degradation.
Localizing the faulty AS is crucial. There could be many reasons for RTT degradation: overloaded cloud servers to congested cloud networks, maintenance issues in the client’s ISP, or path updates inside a transit AS. A system to localize the faulty AS, as quickly as possible, will help cloud provider’s operators trigger remedial actions such as switching egress peers, thereby minimizing the duration of user impact. But the key is the accurate and timely localization of the faulty AS in the client-cloud path.

In this thesis, I will show that it is possible to build practical systems to help ISPs and cloud providers better analyze and understand Internet routing policies and localize the faults in the Internet to improve its performance. This thesis makes three contributions by addressing the following problems:

**How to do accurate and stable AS relationship inference?** The business relationships between Autonomous Systems determines Internet routing policies. Knowledge of the AS relationships is essential to understanding the behavior of the Internet routing system. Despite significant progress in the development of relationship inference algorithms, the resulting inferences are impractical for many critical real-world applications, cannot offer adequate predictability in the configuration of routing policies, and suffer from inference oscillations. To achieve more practical and stable relationship inference, we first illuminate the root causes of the contradiction between these shortcomings and the near-perfect validation results for AS-Rank, the state-of-the-art relationship inference algorithm. Using a “naive” inference approach as a benchmark, we find that available validation datasets over-represent AS links with easier inference requirements. We identify which types of links are harder to infer and develop appropriate validation subsets to enable more representative evaluation. We develop a probabilistic algorithm, ProbLink [60], to overcome the challenges in inferring hard links, such as non-valley-free routing, limited visibility, and non-conventional peering practices. ProbLink reveals key AS-interconnection features derived from stochastically informative signals. Compared to AS-Rank, our approach reduces the error rate for all links by $1.6\times$ and, importantly, by
up to 6.1× for various types of hard links.

**How to build practical systems on top of ProbLink to improve Internet performance?** Despite significant progress in the development of AS relationship inference algorithms over the past two decades, the resulting inferences perform poorly in many critical real-world applications [81, 8, 84, 79, 106]. To demonstrate the practical significance of ProbLink, we developed three real-world applications on top of it. We developed a route leak detection system to troubleshoot the Internet safety issues, a selective advertisement prediction system to help operators predict the impact of traffic engineering policies on the active BGP paths, and a complex relationship inference system to understand the hybrid relationships in the Internet. Compared to the current state-of-the-art AS relationship inference algorithm, ProbLink increases the precision and recall of route leak detection by 4.1× and 3.4× respectively, reveals 27% more complex relationships, and increases the precision of predicting the impact of selective advertisements by 34%.

**How to automatically localize the faulty AS(es) in the Internet when there is performance degradation between clients and the cloud?** The network communications between the cloud and the client have become the weak link for global cloud services that aim to provide low latency services to their clients. We first characterize WAN latency from the viewpoint of a large cloud provider Azure, whose network edges serve hundreds of billions of TCP connections a day across hundreds of locations worldwide. In particular, we focus on instances of latency degradation and design a tool, BlameIt [59], that enables cloud operators to localize the cause (i.e., faulty AS) of such degradation. BlameIt uses passive diagnosis, using measurements of existing connections between clients and the cloud locations, to localize the cause to one of cloud, middle, or client segments. Then it invokes selective active probing (within a probing budget) to localize the cause more precisely. We validate BlameIt by comparing its automatic fault localization results with that arrived at by network engineers manually, and observe that BlameIt correctly localized the problem in all the 88 incidents. Further, BlameIt issues 72× fewer
active probes than a solution relying on active probing alone, and is deployed in production at Azure.

1.1 Thesis Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I provide background on Internet routing and introduce related work and terms I will use in the rest of the thesis. In Chapter 3, I present a probabilistic algorithm, ProbLink, to do accurate AS relationship inference. In Chapter 4, I build practical systems on top of ProbLink, and demonstrates its practical improvements over existing algorithms. In Chapter 5, I describe a system called BlameIt that automatically localizes the faulty AS(es) in the Internet when there is performance degradation between clients and the cloud. Finally, I conclude my thesis and discuss future work in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

This thesis focuses on developing tools to help network operators better analyze the Internet routing policies and localize the cause of Internet performance degradation. In order to understand the problems and my solutions, it is necessary to understand the basics of Internet routing and existing tools to understand and improve it. Therefore, before presenting details on my solutions, I provide an overview of the Internet topology and its routing protocol — BGP (§2.1.2). The routing policies are configured by the network operators to control which routes are selected and which routes are propagated to the neighbor ASes. The routing policies are largely determined by the business relationships between ASes. I introduce the AS structure and common AS relationships in §2.1.1. As cloud providers’ networks become more essential to the Internet’s functionality, it is important to understand their network infrastructures and how they flatten the Internet (§2.2). I describe several measurement tools that network operators often use to understand and troubleshoot the Internet (§2.3). Finally, I discuss the prior work that is related to the problems that this thesis tackles (§2.4).

2.1 Internet Topology and Routing

The Internet is a network of networks. These networks are called Autonomous Systems (ASes), each representing an administrative domain. An AS is a collection of Internet Protocol (IP) routing prefixes (e.g., 12.0.0.0/8) under the control of a single administrative entity that presents a common routing policy to the other ASes in the Internet. Typical ASes are Internet service providers (ISPs) such as Comcast and China Telecom, and organizations like University of Washington. Until 2007, each AS was assigned a globally
Figure 2.1: The Internet consists of a set of Autonomous Systems (ASes). Inside each AS, end-hosts and routers are interconnected by links.

unique 16-bit identification integer called **Autonomous System Number (ASN)** by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA). Due to exhaustion, RFC 4893 expands the ASN to 32 bits [93], and this allows for over 4 billion unique ASNs. The number of ASes has exceeded 100,000 as of March 2021 [108]. Each AS contains three components (see Figure 2.1): end-hosts such as laptops, desktops, servers, and mobile devices, networking devices such as routers and switches which forward traffic between networks and end-hosts, and links that interconnect routers, end-hosts, and networks.

Routing is the process of determining which path to direct traffic from a source host to a destination. The routing protocols running inside the same AS are called **Interior Gateway Protocols (IGPs)**, and include protocols such as **Open Shortest Paths First (OSPF)** [91], **Routing Information Protocol (RIP)** [89], and **Intermediate System-Intermediate System (IS-IS)** [90]. On the contrary, **Exterior Gateway Protocols (EGP)** are used for inter-domain routing, i.e., routing between ASes. The current EGP used in the Internet is BGP. Unlike the IGPs whose goal typically is optimizing a path metric, BGP has different design goals (2.1.2). Before we dive into BGP, let us first look at inter-AS business relationships and the
2.1.1 AS relationships and structure

AS relationships fall into two broad categories: customer-provider (c2p) and settlement-free peering (p2p). In a c2p relationship, the customer AS pays the provider AS for reachability to/from the rest of the Internet. In a p2p relationship, two networks agree to exchange traffic destined to prefixes they or their customers own without an associated fee. Peering can take two forms. Private peering is when ASes agree to exchange their traffic via a private facility. Public peering happens when ASes establish p2p relationships over shared switching fabric provided by Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) (See Figure 2.2). To facilitate dense peering connectivity, IXPs provide BGP route servers over which ASes establish many-to-many (multilateral) interconnections.

In practice, AS relationships can span a spectrum of types between c2p and p2p. These hybrid or complex relationships can occur when two ASes have multiple contractual agreements, one for each geographical region where an interconnection exists [48]. Sibling relationships exist between distinct ASes that are owned by the same organization and can exchange traffic without any cost or routing restrictions.

Based on the economic relationships of ASes, the Internet has a hierarchical structure (see Figure 2.2). A handful of ASes called Tier-1 ASes sit at the top of the Internet AS topology. These Tier-1 ASes are “transit-free”, meaning that they have specific routes to all reachable BGP prefixes. Tier-1 ASes peer with all the other Tier-1 ASes, and do not have transit providers. Tier-1 ASes can reach all destination prefixes using either customer or peering links. Example Tier-1 ASes are AT&T, Verizon, and Sprint. Next down the hierarchy are the Tier-2 ASes, which engage in the practice of peering with other networks, but also purchases transit from Tier-1 ASes. Typical Tier-2 ASes are regional or country-level networks. Tier-3 ASes sit at the bottom of the AS hierarchy. These ASes are the ones that are closest to the end-hosts and connect them to the Internet by charging them money.
These ASes have to pay transit fee to Tier-2 ASes to participate in the Internet.

A stub AS does not carry traffic on behalf of the other ASes, i.e., it can only be a source or a destination for traffic. A stub AS is always the last AS hop in any AS path in which it appears. A single-homed AS only connects to one provider, while a multi-homed AS accepts traffic from more than one upstream provider. Being multi-homed provides extra reliability, which helps an AS survive a single provider failure, so most ASes in the Internet are multi-homed [17].

2.1.2 BGP

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is the Internet’s inter-domain routing protocol used by ASes to exchange reachability information [92].

The design of BGP was motivated by three important requirements:

1. **Scalability:** the Internet routing infrastructure should remain scalable as the num-
ber of ASes and IP prefixes increases.

2. **Privacy**: ASes want to conceal their internal network topologies and their business relationships with neighbors.

3. **Policy**: the protocol should allow each AS to implement and enforce various forms of routing policies to control where to send and receive traffic.

To fulfill these requirements, BGP is designed as a *path-vector routing protocol*. The key idea of path-vector routing is that a route announcement contains the entire list of ASes that the route announcement has traversed through. When crossing an AS boundary, the border router prepends its own ASN and propagates the announcement. A BGP *AS path* is a sequence of ASes denoting the routing path that the first AS in the path prefers to reach a destination IP prefix. The last AS in the path is referred to as the “origin AS” of the prefix. Being a path-vector routing protocol enables faster loop detection. The router in an AS can easily detect a loop by checking if its own ASN is in the AS path. If it is, it can simply discard the advertisement with loops.

BGP is a *policy-based protocol* which allows ASes to enforce various routing policies to control where to send and receive traffic. BGP allows policy expression by three key steps: import filtering, path selection, and export filtering.

**Import filtering**: When a border router hears advertisements with multiple routes to a destination prefix from its neighbor ASes, it needs to decide which route to install in its forwarding table. Typically, routes received from customers are more preferable to routes received from peers, and routes received from peers are more preferable to routes received from providers. This kind of import rule can be implemented in BGP using a local attribute called *LOCAL_PREF*.

**Export filtering**: Similar to the import filtering, each AS needs to make decisions on which routes to announce to its neighboring ASes. ASes may want to discard some route announcements, for example, typically an AS does not want to announce routes from one
peer to another peer because it cannot generate revenue by doing so. In BGP, an AS can modify some attributes of the route to influence how the other ASes behave. For example, an AS can prepend its ASN multiple times to the AS path attribute to artificially inflate AS path length seen by others. However, the other ASes might trim the prepended ASNs and ignore the prepending effect.

**Path selection:** Each AS uses a complex decision process to select the most preferred path toward each destination prefix, and install the path into its routers’ routing table. Here is a partial list of the path selection criteria in the order in which a Cisco BGP router uses to select the best routes towards a destination.

1. **Highest Weight:** Weight is the first attribute used by the router and it is set locally on the router. BGP always selects the path with the highest weight.

2. **Highest LOCAL_PREF:** LOCAL_PREF is a value to express the local AS’s preference for a route. A higher value means the route is more preferable. It is exchanged between internal BGP (iBGP) routers.

3. **Shortest AS path length:** An AS path is a sequence of ASNs that the route advertisement has traversed. BGP selects a route with shorter AS path length.

4. **Lowest origin type:** BGP sets higher preference to Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP) than Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP).

5. **Lowest Multi-exit Discriminator (MED):** MED is a BGP attribute that is exchanged between ASes. It can be used to convey to a neighbor AS a preferred entry point into the local AS. MED is propagated to all routers within the neighbor AS but not passed along any other ASes. BGP selects a route with the lowest MED value.

### 2.2 Cloud Network

Cloud networks usually have several points of presence (POPs) or edge locations to place routers and servers. The connections between edges form the backbone or core of the
Figure 2.3: Example of a cloud provider’s network and how it connects with other ISPs and clients.

cloud network (see Figure 2.3). Distributing edges globally helps reduce application latencies in two ways. Firstly, edges cache content like content delivery network (CDN) and server users closeby. Secondly, a TCP connection that has a large RTT to the data centers gets split into two separate connections: the short connection between the user and the edge, and the pre-established long connections with the data centers. When a user needs to communicate with a data center, the user connects to the edge over short roundtrips instead of long roundtrips. This technique is called split TCP [37].

The cloud providers connect their edge locations and datacenters via private WANs [53, 10, 9]. Building their own private WANs helps them bypass the public Internet for much of the traffic between their data centers and end-users. To shorten the hops to the users in terms of the AS-level path, the cloud providers extensively peer with lower-tier ISPs, bringing their private networks closer to users. For example, the Microsoft Azure network has 61 cloud locations and over 160 edge sites, owns 130,000 miles of fiber and subsea cables, and peers with more than 4,000 ASes.

Figure 2.3 shows how an end-user connects to the cloud network to access cloud services. In recent years, large content providers such as Google, Akamai, and Microsoft are more willing to directly peer with large numbers of lower-tier ASes to get free and more
efficient traffic exchange and improve user experience [104, 55]. With the rise of IXPs, these cloud providers also publicly peer with small ISPs via multilateral interconnections in IXPs. This trend is referred to as the “flattening” of the Internet [43, 10].

2.3 Measurement infrastructure and tools

BGP route collection infrastructure is operated by Routeviews [5] and RIPE NCC [4]. The infrastructure consists of routers that peer with ASes that volunteer to provide their BGP routing advertisement feeds for research or operational reasons. A route collector is configured to obtain the best paths from ASes it peers with, the most preferred available path towards each destination starting from that AS. Route collectors typically peer with several ASes, and thus obtain multiple best paths to each destination prefix. In March 2021, Routeviews operated 29 collectors, and RIPE NCC operated 25 collectors, which in total connect with more than 1,000 vantage points (VP) worldwide. Each RouteViews and RIPE RIS collector dumps a snapshot of their Adj-RIB-out tables every 2 hours and every 8 hours respectively. As defined in RFC 4271 [92], “the Adj-RIBs-Out contains the routes for advertisement to specific peers by means of the local speaker’s UPDATE messages”.

Traceroute is a commonly used tool when diagnosing network problems. It can track which routers have passed from the source host to the target host, and the time it takes to reach each router between the source and the destination.

Traceroute uses the time-to-live (TTL) value in the IP packet header to achieve its functions. When a host sends an IP packet, it will set a TTL value for the packet. Whenever a data packet passes through a router, its TTL value is reduced by one. When the TTL reaches 0, the router will no longer forward the packet, but an ICMP error message “TTL expired in transit” will be reported to the source IP address.

Traceroute first sends a packet with a TTL of 1 to the target host. The first router in the path between the computer sending the packet and the target host reduces the TTL of the packet by 1 when forwarding the packet. It finds that the TTL reaches 0, so an ICMP
error message is sent to the host that originally sent the packet, and thus the Traceroute program obtains the IP address of the first router on the path between the source and the target. The Traceroute program later sends packets with TTL of 2, 3, 4... to the target host one by one, and detects the IP address of each router on the path between the source host and the target host.

In this thesis, we use Traceroute to actively probe client locations from cloud locations for fine-grained fault localization.

2.4 Related Work

2.4.1 AS Relationship Inference Techniques

Beginning with the seminal work by Gao [40] in 2001, most AS-relationship inference algorithms are based on the assumption that valid BGP paths are valley-free, i.e., a path consists of zero or more customer-provider (c2p) links, followed by zero or one peering link, followed by zero or more provider-customer (p2c) links. This assumption captures the economic incentives that (at least partially) determine traffic exchange between ASes: an AS should not intentionally advertise routes learned from a peer or provider to another peer or provider, since this “free transit” increases infrastructure costs but provides no remuneration.

Another observation made by Gao and others [103, 29, 30, 112] is that providers usually have a higher node degree (i.e., the number of ASes to which an AS node directly connects to) than customers, while peers usually have similar degrees. Node degree is the number of neighbors an AS directly connects to, irrespective of whether the neighbors are providers, peers, or customers. Willinger et al. have shown that node degree is significantly biased by the fact that the available topological data reveals only a subset of the complete Internet topology, due to limited placement of vantage points adjacent to peer-to-peer AS links [111].

The state-of-the-art AS relationship inference technique, called the “AS-Rank” algo-
Algorithm [73], makes three generally accepted assumptions: 1) there is a clique of large transit providers at the top of the hierarchy, 2) most customers purchase transit in order to be globally reachable, and 3) there are no cycles of p2c links. The AS-Rank algorithm takes 11 intricate steps to label each link as customer-provider (abbreviated as c2p or p2c depending on the directionality of the relationship) or peer-to-peer (p2p) as following:

1. Discard or sanitize paths with artifacts.
2. Sort ASes in decreasing order of computed transit degree, then node degree.
3. Infer a transit-free clique (i.e., Tier-1) ASes at top of AS hierarchy and label the links between every pair of ASes in the clique as p2p links.
5. Visit ASes in order of the ranking in (2), and label a link as c2p if its previous link in a BGP path is composed of two clique members, or if its previous link in a BGP path is already labeled as c2p.
6. Infer c2p relationships from VPs inferred to be announcing no provider routes.
7. Infer c2p relationships for ASes where the customer has a larger transit degree.
8. Infer customers for ASes with no providers.
10. Infer c2p relationships where adjacent links have no relationship inferred.
11. Infer all other links left as p2p.

It is worth noting a few properties of the AS-Rank algorithm. First, AS-Rank uses the transit degree attribute as one of the main sources of information in determining relationship labels. Transit degree is the number of ASes that appear on either side of an AS in adjacent links of BGP paths, but it does not count neighbors for which the given AS does not transit traffic. Transit connectivity is easily observable by Route Collectors (except for backup or partial-transit links [52]), therefore it provides a more robust metric to describe an AS’s prominence than node degree. Second, AS-Rank considers ASes and links
in a specific order, using the *transit degree* information in certain cases (step 5) and not in others (step 7).

### 2.4.2 Measurement of WAN latency

WAN latencies have been studied from the viewpoint of the cloud networks. The most relevant studies are those on network path inflation (e.g., [100, 99]), alternate paths (e.g., [66]), deployment of CDN servers (e.g., [19]), IXP performance (e.g., [6]), application-level overlay paths (e.g., [50]). While these studies provide valuable insights on WAN performance in the wild, such offline analysis is not an integrated part in the online operations for fault diagnosis. Partly inspired by the prior measurement studies, in this thesis, we will seek to understand the typical latency degradations from the viewpoint of Azure, and more importantly, it provides a measurement-based solution to automate the process of root-causing the degradations.

Others seek to obtain a comprehensive view of the network conditions by redirecting existing traffic flows (e.g., Edge Fabric [98], Espresso [113]) or by performing active measurements (e.g., Entact [117]). Although network performance is explicitly measured in these schemes, such measurements are purely end-to-end.

### 2.4.3 CDN Traffic Engineering

There has been substantial work on server selection in content delivery networks (CDNs), with a range of approaches, including IP anycast [20], DNS-based redirection (including EDNS extensions to help better identify the client [22]), or anycast-based DNS server selection with co-located proxies [38]. Anycast-based selection, in particular, only has a loose connection to network performance since it depends on BGP routing to direct the client to a server. CDN performance can be significantly improved by choosing the network path and ingress point a client should be directed to as a function of path performance (e.g., [105, 98, 113, 20, 117]).
2.4.4 Network Anomaly Diagnosis

Diagnosing anomalies in network performance has been studied extensively (e.g., [62, 68, 75, 20]); see Table 5.1. Network tomography based solutions [21, 58, 11] passively deconstruct end-to-end performance, but run into intractable formulations at scale. In this thesis, we seek to build a diagnosis system that can be operated by cloud providers at a much larger scale than these solutions.

Other works [66, 28, 46] combine passive measurements and active measurements to identify problems, while Odin [20] probes randomly selected clients to maintain visibility to alternate network paths. But these works do not use passive data to minimize the active probes, do not trigger probes during a latency degradation (are essentially “offline”), and waste many probes due to lack of impact prioritization.

Many works make optimal use of a measurement budget for probing, e.g., Trinocular [85], Sibyl [26], iPlane [74]. However, the fault localization system we built in this thesis is distinguished from this prior work in its approach to predict the impact of latency degradation (e.g., how many clients would likely be affected) in deciding which problems to investigate. Finally, solutions that rely on rich information (e.g., TCP logs) collected at end-hosts for diagnosis [97, 12] are feasible in datacenters but harder to deploy in the inter-domain wide-area network.
Chapter 3

STABLE AND PRACTICAL AS RELATIONSHIP INFERENCE WITH PROBLINK

For two decades, researchers have studied the problem of inferring the different types of relationships between ASes from publicly available BGP routing data. Relationship inferences are used for a wide range of applications and areas of research, such as detecting network congestion [27], identifying malicious ASes [64, 25], deploying incentive-compatible BGP security mechanisms [44, 24], protecting the integrity of anonymization [84, 61], optimizing video streaming [67, 34, 54], and understanding Internet governance and the ramifications of public policy proposals [69, 72, 54].

In this chapter, we revisit the AS relationship inference problem. We find, as others have, that available relationship inference algorithms perform poorly in many critical applications [81, 8, 84, 79, 106]. We seek to understand why state-of-the-art algorithms are insufficient, despite extensive validation that indicates an error rate as low as 1%. In particular, we consider the sophisticated AS-Rank technique [73] which is carefully crafted using eleven deterministic heuristics. As a first step in assessing the performance of AS-Rank, we create a baseline benchmark algorithm, CoreToLeaf, that consists of three simple steps and only assumes valley-free paths through a core set of transit-free ASes. In spite of its simplicity, CoreToLeaf achieves accuracy that is almost as high as that of AS-Rank. At the same time, we evaluate CoreToLeaf and AS-Rank in practical applications—detection of route leaks and the analysis of selective advertisements—which reveals that the performance of both algorithms falls short of the needs of those applications.

CoreToLeaf’s high accuracy against the validation datasets implies that the majority
of AS-links in the validation datasets are relatively easy to infer. Yet the sub-optimal performance of both algorithms in practical applications indicates that the small minority of AS-links that are difficult to infer are crucial for those applications. We select subsets of the validation dataset that contain AS links that we consider hard, and find that both the CoreToLeaf and AS-Rank techniques have substantially lower accuracy on these validation subsets (confirming where these current algorithms fall short).

We next examine the challenges in developing a more accurate AS relationship inference algorithm. We observe first that the attributes of a link (and those of the paths that traverse the link) that might be used by an AS-relationship inference algorithm are noisy and often have only a weak correlation with the link’s relationship type. Second, many links appear in paths that likely violate the valley-free assumption made by existing algorithms. Third, existing algorithms are sensitive to the locations of the vantage points and the order in which the link relationships are inferred. An AS relationship inference technique must address the above challenges if it is to achieve higher accuracy for hard links.

We develop a probabilistic AS relationship inference algorithm, ProbLink, to address the above issues. ProbLink provides a framework that allows for easy integration of many noisy but useful attributes into the relationship inference algorithm. ProbLink enables us to identify a set of link attributes that take into account not only observed paths but also information gleaned from the fact that certain paths are not observed. ProbLink allows for links to appear in paths that violate the valley-free property but attributes a lower probability to such occurrences. ProbLink uses an iterative algorithm that repeatedly infers link types based on statistical distributions of link attributes until the inferences reach a fixed point.

Our evaluation of ProbLink show that it achieves an error rate that is better than that of AS-Rank overall by $1.7\times$, and achieves $1.8-6.1\times$ better error rate for various categories of hard links.
3.1 Input Datasets

3.1.1 BGP Paths

We collect BGP paths towards IPv4 prefixes from RouteViews [5] and RIPE RIS [4]. In September 2018, both projects operated 22 collectors, which in total connect with more than 1,000 vantage points (VP) worldwide. Each RouteViews and RIPE RIS collector dumps a snapshot of their Adj-RIB-out tables every 2 hours and every 8 hours respectively. For the purpose of evaluating the various algorithms over longitudinal data (as discussed in §3.2 and §3.5), we consider snapshots of BGP paths on the first day of April, August, and December (i.e., every four months) since 2006.

After collecting BGP paths, we parse them to remove duplicated ASes that result from BGP path prepending. We also filter out paths with AS loops, i.e., when an ASN appears more than once and is separated by at least one other ASN. We also sanitize the BGP paths by removing paths containing reserved ASes [94]. Loops and reserved ASes showing up in a path are artifacts of route poisoning [16, 63].

3.1.2 Sibling Relationships

We use CAIDA’s AS-to-organization mapping dataset [18], which is derived from WHOIS data, to identify sibling links. This dataset provides quarterly information starting from 2009. We infer links between ASes that are operated by the same organization as sibling relationships.

3.1.3 IXP List

ASes often establish p2p relationships over shared switching fabric provided by IXPs. To facilitate dense peering connectivity, IXPs provide BGP Route Servers over which ASes establish many-to-many (multilateral) interconnections. To enable layer-3 connectivity Route Servers typically have their own ASN, but according to best practices it should be
filtered-out from the AS path since the Route Server does not participate in the routing
decision process [57]. However, for debugging reasons, some IXP members append the
Route Server ASN in the BGP path. We sanitize BGP paths to remove Route Server ASNs
since essentially the peering links are between the IXP members, and not between the IXP
and ASes. To collect a list of AS Numbers (ASNs) used by IXP Route Servers, we query
PeeringDB [3] for networks of type “Route Server” and extract the ASN. We augment this
list by consulting the Euro-IX IXP Service Matrix [2] and extracting the Peering LAN ASN
and Route Server ASN for each IXP. There were 172 IXP ASes in this list on 12/01/2017.

3.1.4 Validation Dataset

AS operators frequently encode the relationship type with their neighbors directly in their
prefix advertisements using BGP Communities, an optional transitive BGP attribute used
to attach metadata on BGP paths. While the use of communities attribute is not standard-
ized, many ASes publicly document the meaning of their BGP communities on websites
and in IRR databases, enabling us to assemble a dictionary of BGP communities that de-
note relationship type. We used a dictionary of 1286 community values from 224 different
ASes to construct a set of relationships from BGP data starting quarterly from April 2006
to April 2017. Similar to prior work [73], we treat this dataset as “best-effort” validation
to evaluate existing inference techniques and our proposed approaches.

Table 3.1 shows the size of this validation dataset over the past 6 years. The coverage
of our validation dataset increased from 6.6% in 2012 to about 26% of the observed links
in recent years, due to the increasing popularity of BGP communities and the deployment
of additional VPs that allow more communities to propagate to BGP collectors. As prior
work has pointed out, links involving Tier-1 ASes and VP ASes are over-represented,
because public data on BGP communities mostly comes from large ASes [73], while com-
munities from non-VP ASes may be stripped out during the propagation of BGP routes.
However, unlike prior work, we take these biases into consideration during our evalua-
As noted above, the use of BGP communities has become increasingly popular [46], raising the question of whether we can eventually exclusively rely on communities to extract relationships without the need for an inference algorithm. Even with prevalent use of BGP communities however, we would face two important limitations. While communities are by default a transitive attribute, in practice operators often strip out community tags before propagating advertisements to neighbors. Indeed, if all the communities in our dictionary were transitively propagated to our BGP collectors, our validation dataset should have over 58% coverage of the visible AS links. Instead, as shown in Table 3.1 our coverage is less than 30% for the past 6 years. A second limitation with communities is partial availability of publicly available documentation of those attributes. Despite our best efforts to maximize the number of interpretable community values via automated web scraping and text processing tools, we are only able to find authoritative documentation on the meaning of 35% of visible community values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th># links in validation set</th>
<th># links in total</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>04/01/2012</td>
<td>7,833</td>
<td>117,872</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04/01/2013</td>
<td>11,644</td>
<td>133,459</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04/01/2014</td>
<td>44,875</td>
<td>159,678</td>
<td>28.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04/01/2015</td>
<td>47,036</td>
<td>176,791</td>
<td>26.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04/01/2016</td>
<td>52,931</td>
<td>204,309</td>
<td>25.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04/01/2017</td>
<td>56,326</td>
<td>213,441</td>
<td>26.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Size of the validation dataset vs. all links observed from all VPs.
3.2 Establishing a Benchmark for Hard Links

As explained in the previous section, the evaluation dataset is extensive but biased toward specific types of links. It is important to understand if the links over-represented in the validation dataset are easier to infer correctly, compared to the under-represented links, which may skew the overall evaluation results. To this end we develop CoreToLeaf, a very simple algorithm that allows us to understand which links are easy to infer. CoreToLeaf uses only the valley-free assumption and the list of Tier-1 ASes to infer relationships. We show that the inference accuracy of this algorithm is almost as high as that of the more sophisticated AS-Rank algorithm elaborated in §2.4.1, while the accuracy of both algorithms suffer for certain categories of links. Our findings reveal that indeed certain types of under-represented links in the evaluation dataset are harder to infer, possibly inflating the overall accuracy of past work. We address this issue by constructing distinct validation sub-datasets as benchmarks for hard links.

3.2.1 The CoreToLeaf Algorithm

CoreToLeaf starts by inferring a clique of Tier-1 ASes using the same inference method as AS-Rank. The clique inference algorithm in AS-Rank works as the following:

1. Find the top 10 ASes by transit degree.
2. If there are three consecutive members (X-Y-Z) in the top 10 ASes showing up in paths, and there are more than 5 ASes downstream from “X Y Z” (to make sure that the paths containing three consecutive members are not poisoned), disconnect the edge between X and Z even though X and Z are connected in some paths.
3. Find the largest clique in terms of transit degree sum among the top 10 ASes, denoted as C.
4. Visit the rest ASes top to down by transit degree, add an AS Z to C if Z has links with all members in C.
5. Similar to Step 2: If there are three consecutive members (X-Y-Z) in C showing up in paths, and there are more than 5 ASes downstream from “X Y Z”, disconnect the edge between X and Z.

6. Find the largest clique in C in terms of transit degree sum as the final inferred clique.

For each path that traverses a Tier-1, we skip the first link after the Tier-1 and label all succeeding links as p2c. For example, if AS₂ is a clique member in a BGP path “AS₁, AS₂, AS₃, AS₄, AS₅, AS₆”, we infer links <AS₄ - AS₅> and <AS₅ - AS₆> as p2c. We skip inferring the relationship for <AS₂ - AS₃> because it could either be a p2c or a p2p, but all subsequent links need to be p2c assuming that the path is valley-free. (Note that if AS₁ is a clique member, we would have labeled <AS₂ - AS₃> also as a p2c link.) Finally, we label all remaining unclassified links as p2p.

In the step of labeling p2c links, a link could be labeled more than once if it shows up in multiple paths. In some cases, a link could be labeled as a p2c in some path and as a c2p when traversing a different path. We label this link as a “conflict” link when we encounter such an inconsistency.

Note that CoreToLeaf does not take into account degree or transit degree information, nor does it use paths that do not go through Tier-1s. This is in contrast to other traditional algorithms; for example, Gao’s algorithm [40] considers all paths, identifies the AS with the highest node degree in each AS path and treats it as the top provider, and then labels AS pairs before it as c2p or sibling and AS pairs behind it as p2c or sibling. The rationale behind CoreToLeaf is simply that there is greater certainty that it is customer routes that are being transitively exposed to Tier-1s and that there is less likelihood of paths being exported to Tier-1s due to complex peering mechanisms.

3.2.2 Evaluation

We evaluate this extremely simple algorithm against our validation dataset on 04/01/2017, which contains 23,528 p2p links and 32,798 p2c links (corresponding to 26.4% of the vis-
Table 3.2: Precision and recall of CoreToLeaf and AS-Rank.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>p2c Precision (%)</th>
<th>p2c Recall (%)</th>
<th>p2p Precision (%)</th>
<th>p2p Recall (%)</th>
<th>Conflict (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CoreToLeaf</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS-Rank</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2 compares the precision (true positives / (true positives + false positives)) and recall (true positives / (true positives + false negatives)) of CoreToLeaf and AS-Rank. Surprisingly, CoreToLeaf achieves high precision and recall for both p2c and p2p links (comparable to AS-Rank), with higher precision on p2c relationships (98.9% compared to 97.8%), and a small fraction of links labeled as ‘conflict’.

The 1.1% mistakenly inferred p2c links and the links which CoreToLeaf labels as ‘conflict’ are due to valley-free violation, which we quantify later in §3.3.2. Since the step of labeling p2c links uses just paths through Tier-1s, it fails to capture 4.2% (95.8% recall) of the actual p2c links. Consequently, these links are inferred as p2p in the third step and results in a 5.0% error rate for links labeled as p2p.

The accuracy of CoreToLeaf and AS-Rank seem quite high, but they perform sub-optimally when applied to real-world applications. Route leaks constitute a type of prevalent routing incident that can cause significant disruptions to Internet routing [101, 49]. In Chapter 4, we describe how we can use inferred relationships to detect route leaks and evaluate the effectiveness of AS-Rank inferences. Only 19% of the route leaks detected using AS-Rank were real route leaks, and almost 80% of the real leaks were missed. We observe relatively poor performance for two more applications we tested, which we will discuss in detail in Chapter 4. The high application-level error rates illustrate that a better AS relationship algorithm is needed for real-world applications.
3.2.3 Identifying Hard Links

The surprisingly high accuracy obtained by CoreToLeaf has many implications. First, it indicates that simple techniques might suffice for inferring the types of many of the links in the validation dataset. Second, it underscores the need for more comprehensive validation datasets that would be more representative of AS links beyond those associated with Tier-1 and VP ASes. Third, in the absence of more comprehensive validation datasets, one way to make progress on improving and evaluating AS relationship inference algorithms is to identify specific types of links for which the current algorithms do not work well. We therefore now attempt to extract collections of hard links from the overall validation dataset based on the inference performance of CoreToLeaf and AS-Rank.

We feed a large set of features of every link in the validation dataset along with information on whether a link was labeled as “inferred correctly” and “inferred incorrectly” by CoreToLeaf and AS-Rank into a gradient boosted decision tree [39], and calculate the feature importance for accurate predictions for the two algorithms.

*Gradient boosting* [39] is a widely used machine learning technique for solving classification problems. In gradient boosting, GBDT (Gradient boosting decision trees) produces a prediction model in the form of an ensemble of multiple decision trees. It is straightforward to retrieve importance scores for features when constructing GBDT. An importance score (F score) describes the number of times a feature is used to split the data across all trees. The more a feature is used to make key decisions with decision trees, the higher its importance score.

To decide what features can distinguish hard links from easy links in the Internet, we first split the validation dataset into two halves. The set of links which CoreToLeaf or AS-Rank infers incorrectly are labeled as “hard”, while those which are inferred correctly are labeled with “easy”. Then, we feed the features listed in Table 3.3 of links along with their labels into the GBDT and calculate the importance score corresponding to each feature.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature label</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f1</td>
<td>Number of VPs which observe a link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f2</td>
<td>Max distance to Tier-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f3</td>
<td>Min distance to Tier-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f4</td>
<td>Max node degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f5</td>
<td>Min node degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f6</td>
<td>Node degree difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f7</td>
<td>Max transit degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f8</td>
<td>Min transit degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f9</td>
<td>Transit degree difference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Features fed into GBDT

Figure 3.1 plots the importance score of each feature divided by the sum of all features’ scores. We can tell the features f1, f4, f7, f8, f9 are the most important ones, so we translate them into the various categories of features to characterize “hard” links in §3.2.3.

We extract the following five categories of “hard” links suggested by the feature importance analysis and the CoreToLeaf algorithm.

1) **Links with max node degrees smaller than 100.** The feature importance analysis shows that CoreToLeaf and AS-Rank do not have high accuracy for links whose endpoint ASes both have small node degrees.

2) **Links observed by more than 50 but less than 100 VPs.** The feature importance analysis also reveals that links observed by at least 50 VPs but not more than 100 VPs are hard to infer correctly. The reason is that p2p links are often observed by few VPs and transit links are often observed by many VPs, so it is hard to distinguish the link types for the range in the middle.

3) **Non-VP and non-Tier1 links.** In general, a link that is directly connected to a VP or a Tier-1 is likely to appear in many BGP paths, and the AS inference algorithm is likely
Figure 3.1: Feature importance scores provided by gradient boosting tree.

to have access to more information regarding the link. Moreover, most of our validation
dataset are links that are connected to a VP or Tier-1 AS, so we want to specifically an-
alyze the performance of inference algorithms on the “under-represented” links in our
validation dataset.

4) **Unlabeled stub-clique links in CoreToLeaf.** A stub AS is one which does not carry
traffic on behalf of the other ASes. A stub-clique link is a link whose one endpoint is a stub
AS and the other endpoint is in the Tier-1 clique. In other words, the clique member is the
only AS to which the stub AS connects. These links typically have very high transit degree
difference, which is an important feature as shown by the feature importance analysis.

In CoreToLeaf, a stub-clique link \(<X, Y>\) (where \(X\) is a stub AS and \(Y\) is a clique AS)
is inferred as a c2p *iff* there is a path containing an AS triplet “\(Z, Y, X\)” where \(Z\) is also
a clique AS. We call the set of stub-clique links that are not inferred as c2p in the second
step of CoreToLeaf (i.e., they are inferred as p2p in the later step) as “unlabeled stub-clique
links”.

In step 9 of AS-Rank, stub-clique links are classified as c2p by default based on the
assumption that stub networks are extremely unlikely to meet the peering requirements
of clique members. We believe this assumption should be revisited with the trend of
“Internet flattening”, as peering relationships between high-tier ASes and low-tier ASes
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>CoreToLeaf (%)</th>
<th>AS-Rank (%)</th>
<th>Fraction all links</th>
<th>Fraction validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max node degree &lt;100</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>16.1%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed by 50-100 VPs</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-VP &amp; Non-Tier1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlabeled Stub-clique</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>0.24%</td>
<td>0.16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are becoming more prevalent [43].

5) Conflicts in CoreToLeaf. Recall that CoreToLeaf labels some links as “conflicts”. These links appear to behave as p2c on some paths and c2p on others, and the main reason for this is violations of valley-free routing. We believe that this set of links is difficult to analyze because the two endpoints are likely to have unconventional routing policies.

Table 3.4 shows the error rates of inferences made by CoreToLeaf and AS-Rank on each category of hard links on 04/01/2016. We observe both algorithms yield more errors than their inferences on normal links, especially on unlabeled stub-clique links. Furthermore, the fraction of every category of hard links in the validation dataset is less than that in the overall links, especially for the “Max node degree < 100” category. This indicates that the validation dataset is skewed to easy links. In addition to the entire validation dataset, we will use these more specific datasets for evaluating the AS inference algorithms in the subsequent sections.
Figure 3.2: Analysis of transit degree difference, valley-free violations, and error rates of AS-Rank.

3.3 Challenges With AS Relationship Inference

In this section, we identify three main challenges with AS relationship inference, and describe how they hamper existing inference techniques. This analysis helps inform the design of a probabilistic algorithm for AS relationship inference.

3.3.1 Degree Inversion

An AS inference algorithm can use any observed attribute associated with a link, its two endpoint ASes, AS links, and end-to-end paths that traverse the link in order to determine the link type. However, most attributes have stochastic information value, as we will illustrate below for AS degree.

Many existing techniques for inferring AS relationships make three assumptions: highest-degree ASes sit at the top of the routing hierarchy; peering ASes have similar degrees; and providers have larger degree than customers [40, 73, 31].

Over the past four years, the top two nodes with the largest transit and node degrees
(as observed through BGP feeds from available VPs) have consistently been AS6939 (Hurricane Electric) and AS174 (Cogent Communications). However, both of these ASes are not Tier-1 ASes [110], so the assumption that the ASes with the highest degrees sit on top of the routing hierarchy is not universally valid. This fact influences the accuracy of some inference approaches since a key step in these approaches is identifying a clique of Tier-1 ASes at the top of the hierarchy [40, 73].

Figure 3.2a plots a CDF of the absolute transit degree differences of different link types. Transit degrees of ASes are computed from BGP paths observed on 04/01/2017, and link types are derived from the validation dataset on 04/01/2017 as described in §3.1.4. The validation dataset includes 55,016 links, 30,859 of which are p2c links and 24,157 are p2p links. We see that even though p2c links usually have larger degree differences than p2p links, over 14% of the p2p links have absolute transit degree differences larger than 1000, making many p2p links indistinguishable from p2c links in terms of transit/node degree difference.

According to this observation, the existence of substantial differences in node/transit degrees between peering ASes is common. This phenomenon is explained in part by the fact that, during recent years, large content providers such as Google, Akamai, and Microsoft, which usually have high degrees, are more willing to peer with large numbers of lower tier ASes to get free and more efficient traffic exchange [104, 55]. This trend is referred to as the “flattening” of the Internet [43], and it significantly influences the AS relationship inference techniques that differentiate peers from providers or customers based on transit/node degree differences, or rank ASes in decreasing order by degrees and label links based on the order in which ASes are considered (as is the case with AS-Rank).

3.3.2 Violation of Valley-Free Property

Next, we study the prevalence of valley-free violations, which is the culprit behind mistakenly inferred p2c links and ‘conflict’ links in CoreToLeaf.
3% of the BGP paths violate valley-freeness in the AS-Rank inference on 04/01/2012. We find this level of valley-free violations is persistent over the various snapshots in our study. Figure 3.2b shows a CDF of the number of paths that violate the valley-free property for the links in BGP paths on 04/01/2012. 47% of the links in the AS topology are traversed by paths that violate the valley-free property. This statistic is consistent with prior work that analyzes the prevalence of valley-free violations, and it is a result of the deliberate BGP policies of ASes that use unconventional economic models [47].

The existence of these violations has certain implications for AS relationship inference. First, a robust inference algorithm has to take into account the structure of all paths traversing a given link. Second, it might have to revisit and update the inference made for a given link after inferring the types of neighboring links.

3.3.3 Current Techniques are Sensitive to VP and Snapshot Selection

We observe high variation in accuracy when applying the AS-Rank algorithm to consecutive snapshots of BGP paths. Figure 3.2c plots a CDF of AS-Rank’s error rates (1 − accuracy) on 30 consecutive 1-day BGP snapshots in April, 2016.

Each vantage point provides its own view of the Internet AS-level topology and the flow of traffic from the VP to rest of the Internet. VPs are located in different places, belong to different tiers, and they themselves have different import and export policies.

Even though the number of VPs have been growing over time, VPs are free to join or leave the set of public collectors, so the selection of VPs we have access to is arbitrary, biased, and under flux. A good AS relationship inference algorithm should not be sensitive to the selection of these VPs.

We run the AS-Rank algorithm repeatedly, 200 times, against the 04/01/2017 BGP snapshot. For each of these 200 executions, we choose a random VP subset consisting of half of all available VPs (which we denote as \( V \) below) and give as input to the AS-Rank algorithm only the BGP paths visible to the VPs in that subset. Figure 3.3 plots CDFs of
Figure 3.3: CDF of AS-Rank’s error rates on paths seen from 200 different half-VP sets.

AS-Rank’s error rates using paths from these VP subsets. In the plot, we examine all links in the ground-truth dataset, links in the ground-truth dataset except links that directly connect with \( V \) (i.e., non-VP links), and the links in the ground-truth dataset except \( V \)’s links as well as Tier-1 links (i.e., non-VP and non-Tier1 links). The inference error rates on overall links range from 1.2% to 6.9%, and the error rates on non-VP and non-Tier1 links range from 1.8% to 12.3%. AS-Rank’s accuracy is thus quite sensitive to the VP selections, especially for links which are relatively difficult to infer (i.e., not VP or Tier1 links).

The reason for the AS-Rank algorithm’s sensitivity to snapshot and VP selections lies in the first step of its inference algorithm that identifies the Tier-1 clique and the subsequent steps that labels links in a particular order starting with the Tier-1 ASes. AS-Rank first finds the biggest clique from the AS-links involving the largest ten ASes by transit degree, then visits the rest of the ASes top-to-bottom, and adds an AS to the clique if it connects with all the members in the current clique. It then labels p2c links using path segments that radiate from the Tier-1 clique. Errors that creep into the clique determination step have a significant impact on the order in which AS links are analyzed and labeled.

Let’s consider two VP sets, \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \), drawn from our 200 executions. AS-Rank’s inference accuracy from \( V_1 \) is low, while its inference accuracy from \( V_2 \) is high. The largest ten ASes differ for different sets of VPs because the transit degrees of ASes are
determined by paths observed by the VPs. For example, the 9th largest AS (AS2914) observed by V2 is the 12th largest AS observed by V1, so AS2914, which is a real Tier-1 AS, shows up in the clique chosen from the top 10 ASes using V2’s paths, but it does not show up in the clique chosen using V1’s paths.

For V1, the AS–Rank algorithm determines the maximum clique with the largest transit degree (from the top 10 ASes) to be “AS3356, AS6939, AS8220, AS9002, AS43531”. AS43531 is not considered for V2 due to a relatively lower measurement of its transit degree, and it is not a high-tier AS in reality. This affects the subsequent expansion of the clique, wherein ASes are considered in order by degree and added to the clique if they have connections to all members of the clique. So, in V1’s execution, all added members are required to have a direct link with AS43531, and AS1764, AS8767, AS12389, AS12552, AS20485, AS25091, AS33891, AS43531, AS57724 are therefore all added to the clique, even though they are all low-tier ASes.

In a nutshell, the clique inference of AS–Rank algorithm is sensitive to the top 10 largest ASes ranked by transit degrees, which are determined by the selection of VPs and the selection of snapshots. Further, the clique membership determines the order in which links are analyzed by AS–Rank, impacts the computation of customer cones for each clique member (i.e., the set of ASes that a clique AS can reach using p2c links), and impacts the overall accuracy of the algorithm.

### 3.4 Probabilistic AS Relationship Inference

In this section, we present a new AS relationship inference algorithm, ProbLink, that is designed to address the challenges discussed above. First, ProbLink is a probabilistic algorithm that enables the use of link attributes with stochastic information value. Second, in determining a link’s type, ProbLink simultaneously takes into account all information regarding the links and the paths that traverse it, and provides a framework for integrating conflicting information (e.g., paths that violate the valley-free property). Third, ProbLink does not prescribe a specific order in which ASes and links are considered, but
rather continually updates the link type inferences and iterates till it reaches a fixed point in terms of the underlying stochastic distributions.

Crucially, our algorithm provides a framework for integrating various link attributes that might help infer a link’s type. We therefore first design a set of link features or attributes that provide noisy but still informative signals regarding the AS relationships. In particular, we design features that capture routing behavior in terms of both observed and unobserved routes as well as integrate information regarding a link’s endpoints. We note that many of the features used in our algorithm are distinct from that of prior techniques, which mostly use only “valley-freeness” or “node/transit degree” features. We then describe how we use these features to build a probabilistic inference model.

3.4.1 Overview

Our algorithm starts with an initial classification of links based on the inference result of CoreToLeaf, so each link has deterministic relationship probabilities at the beginning. More concretely, if CoreToLeaf labels L as a p2p link, we will convert it to \( P(L = p2p) = 1.0, P(L = p2c) = 0.0, P(L = c2p) = 0.0 \) and provide that as the input to our algorithm. Note that ProbLink is essentially a meta-inference algorithm that can be bootstrapped by outcomes of any algorithm. Its performance is independent on the bootstrapping algorithm we choose, which we evaluate later in §3.5.1.

For each feature, ProbLink computes the conditional probability distribution based on observed data and the initial set of relationship types attributed to links. In each iteration, we update the probabilities of each link’s types \( (P(L = p2p), P(L = p2c), P(L = c2p)) \) by running our probabilistic algorithm described in §3.4.4, and recompute the distributions of features using the updated probability values of each link. We repeat this process until convergence, i.e., the percentage of links that change labels between each iteration drops below a small threshold.
3.4.2 Clique Inference

We first attempt to infer the ASes that are at the top of the hierarchy, namely Tier-1 ASes, because it is used to derive features employed by ProbLink. Tier-1 ASes should have the largest customer cones [73], so estimating the customer cones is the core of doing clique detection.

First, we find top $N$ ASes in terms of transit degree, denoted as $D$. These ASes are either Tier-1 or Tier-2 ASes because of the large number of neighbours to which they provide transit. Then, we estimate the customer cone size of each AS in the graph by determining the average number of destination ASes (last hops) for which an element of $D$ uses this AS as part of a route. This is an effective way of estimating the customer cone size because, irrespective of whether a node $d \in D$ is a Tier-1 or a Tier-2 AS, if it reaches a destination $t$ through an AS $x \in D$, then $t$ is likely to be in $x$’s customer cone.

Second, we find the maximal clique $C$ with largest estimated customer cone size sum in $D$. Then, we test every other AS in order by estimated customer cone size to add members to $C$. An AS is added to $C$ if it has links with every other AS in $C$. If there are three consecutive members (X-Y-Z) in $C$ showing up in paths, disconnect the edge between X and Z even though X and Z are connected in some paths, because no AS path should have three consecutive clique ASes. Finally, we find the maximal clique in $C$ as the inferred clique.

3.4.3 Feature Design

An AS link can be characterized by the following three attributes: (A) The structure of paths that use the link; (B) The structure of paths that do not use the link; (C) Properties of the ASes on each side of the link. We carefully design six features that correspond to these three types of attributes.

**Triplet feature (Type A).** The triplet feature considers link triplets that appear in paths

---

1Any value of $N$ between 10–40 does not affect the final result.
Figure 3.4: Conditional probability distribution for the triplet feature describing $P(\text{previous, next} \mid \text{middle})$. Probability values in the ranges of $>0.1$, $[0.01, 0.1]$, and $<0.01$, are categorized as high, medium, and low respectively in the figure.

and attributes probabilistic values for the relationships of the first and the last links given the relationship of the middle link. Suppose three consecutive links “L1 - L - L2” show up in a BGP path, where L1, L, L2 are three links (AS pairs). “L1 - L - L2” is called a link triplet. We break down each BGP path in a snapshot into link triplets, and, for the first and the last links in each path, we insert a “NULL” link in front of and behind it. For example: a BGP path “8793 6939 1103 198499” is decomposed into 3 link triplets: “NULL - <8793, 6939> - <6939, 1103>”, “<8793, 6939> - <6939, 1103> - <1103, 198499>”, and “<6939, 1103> - <1103, 198499> - NULL”. As a consequence, each link in the BGP paths appears as a middle link in at least one link triplet. We take into account sibling relationships (described in §3.1.2) by skipping sibling links, i.e. treating the two ASes connected by a sibling link as a single AS, when constructing triplets.

The goal of the triplet feature is to model valley-freeness in a probabilistic way. For each middle link type, we compute the probability of the link type of its adjacent previous link and next link. If we put the link type of the previous link along the y-axis and the link type of the next link along the x-axis, we get a matrix view as shown in Figure 3.4, which is computed from CoreToLeaf initial labels. Each cube in the matrix represents a
probability that is categorized as high, medium, and low depending on it being in the range of $> 0.1$, $[0.01, 0.1]$, or $< 0.01$. For example, we can see from Figure 3.4a that when the middle link is of type p2p, the previous and next links are most likely to be $<\text{NULL, p2c}>$, $<\text{c2p, NULL}>$ and $<\text{c2p, p2c}>$, but its previous link is unlikely to be p2c no matter what its next link’s type is.

**Non-path feature (Type B).** In addition to observed routes, unobserved routes also provide some information regarding AS relationships. The non-path feature describes the probability of how many adjacent p2p or p2c links a link has, but none of them appear before this link on any of the paths. This feature is designed to capture the property that a link is unlikely to be a p2c link if it has many adjacent p2p/p2c links and none of them appear as a previous link on any of the paths containing the link.

Similar to the triplet feature, the non-path feature also models valley-freeness in a probabilistic way. The non-path feature is not necessarily applicable to all links. When a link does follow a p2p or p2c link or if a link does not have any adjacent p2p or p2c links, the non-path feature does not play a role in inferring the link’s type.

**Distance to clique feature (Type C).** The distance to clique feature can be used to capture the observations that high-tier ASes are closer in distance (AS hops) to clique ASes than low-tier ASes, and that ASes in the same tier are likely to be peers, while high-tier ASes tend to be providers of low-tier ASes.

We first create an undirected graph by adding AS links as edges, and then compute the shortest path from each AS towards each clique member using Dijkstra’s algorithm. For each AS, we compute its average distance to each member in the clique set, round it to a multiple of 0.1, and denote this value as dist(AS). We represent each link $<\text{AS}_1, \text{AS}_2>$ in the graph by a distance to clique tuple “dist(AS1), dist(AS2)”.

**Vantage point feature (Type C).** The number of VPs observing a link also suggests the link type. The vantage point feature captures the likelihood of a certain number of
VPs with at least one path traversing a particular link given its link type. This feature naturally folds in the following intuition: p2c links are more likely to be seen by more VPs compared to p2p and c2p links. This feature considers path directions. For example, let’s consider a link \( L (\langle AS1, AS2 \rangle) \) where AS1 is the provider of AS2. \( \text{ProbLink} \) computes probabilities separately for both directions by counting how many paths traverse \( L \) in the direction of \( \langle AS1, AS2 \rangle \), and how many paths traverse \( L \) in the direction of \( \langle AS2, AS1 \rangle \).

To evaluate the informational value of this feature, we analyze the number of VPs that observe a given link and correlate that with the link’s type computed by \text{CoreToLeaf}. Figure 3.5 shows the CDF of the number of VPs that observe a link for each link type. We observe that 93% of p2p links and 90% of c2p links are observed by \( \leq 10 \) VPs, while 98% of p2c links are seen by more than 10 VPs.

Co-located IXP and co-located private peering facility feature (Type C). The co-located IXP and co-located peering facility facility information is extracted from PeeringDB [3]. These features are based on the intuition that the more IXPs or facilities two ASes are co-located in, the more likely they are peering with each other. Based on the validation data, 90% of transit links do not have any co-located IXPs or facilities, while more than 70% p2p links
have at least one co-located IXP or facility.

3.4.4 Inference Algorithm

We begin by reviewing the Naïve Bayes classifier. Given a link type variable $C$ (which can be p2p, p2c, c2p) and a feature vector $f_1$ through $f_n$, Bayes’ theorem states the following relationship:

$$P(C | f_1, \ldots, f_n) = \frac{P(C, f_1, \ldots, f_n)}{P(f_1, \ldots, f_n)}$$ (3.1)

By assuming that each feature $f_i$ is conditionally independent of every other feature:

$$P(f_i | C, f_1, \ldots, f_{i-1}, f_{i+1}, \ldots, f_n) = P(f_i | C)$$ (3.2)

Using the chain rule to rewrite the numerator of Eq. 3.1:

$$P(C, f_1, \ldots, f_n) = P(C) \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(f_i | C)$$ (3.3)

So,

$$P(C | f_1, \ldots, f_n) = \frac{P(C) \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(f_i | C)}{P(f_1, \ldots, f_n)}$$ (3.4)

Since the denominator $P(f_1, \ldots, f_n)$ does not depend on the class $C$, the Naïve Bayes classifier assigns a link being a type $\hat{C}$ by the following function:

$$\hat{C} = \arg\max_{C} P(C) \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(f_i | C)$$ (3.5)

The inputs to ProbLink are BGP paths, link triplets extracted from these BGP paths, and initial relationship labels for each link as inferred by a bootstrapping algorithm. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of ProbLink.

First, the algorithm calculates probabilities for each feature, conditional on the link type $C$ ($C$ in {p2p, p2c, c2p}) by accumulating probability values (line 2-3 in Algorithm 1). The parameter $\alpha$ is a smoothing parameter, which prevents a feature with examples
Algorithm 1: ProbLink: probabilistic AS relationship inference algorithm based on Naïve Bayes

**Input:** 1) BGP paths → link triplets
2) Initial AS relationships \( R \)
3) Feature vector \( f = [\text{Triplet, Non-path, Distance to clique, VP, Co-located IXP, Co-located facility}] \)

**Output:** Inferred probabilities of each link being p2p, p2c, c2p

/* Loop until convergence */

while \( R - \text{last}(R) > \varepsilon \) do

/* Compute conditional distribution of each feature */

foreach feature \( f_i \) in feature vector \( f \) do

\[
P(f_i | C) = \frac{P(f_i, C)}{P(C)} = \frac{N(f_i, C) + \alpha}{N(C) + ad}
\]

foreach link \( L \) do

\[\text{all} \leftarrow N(p2p) + N(p2c) + N(c2p)\]

\[P(L = p2p) \leftarrow \frac{N(p2p)}{N(\text{all})}\]

\[P(L = p2c) \leftarrow \frac{N(p2c)}{N(\text{all})}\]

\[P(L = c2p) \leftarrow \frac{N(c2p)}{N(\text{all})}\]

foreach feature \( f_i \) in feature vector \( f \) do

\[P(L = p2p) *\leftarrow P(f_i \mid p2p)\]

\[P(L = p2c) *\leftarrow P(f_i \mid p2c)\]

\[P(L = c2p) *\leftarrow P(f_i \mid c2p)\]

\[\text{sum} = P(L = p2p) + P(L = p2c) + P(L = c2p)\]

\[P(L = p2p) \leftarrow P(L = p2p) / \text{sum}\]

\[P(L = p2c) \leftarrow P(L = p2c) / \text{sum}\]

\[P(L = c2p) \leftarrow P(L = c2p) / \text{sum}\]

/* Update link’s type */

\[R = \text{arg max}_C P(L = C)\]
in only one class from forcing the probability estimate to be 0 or 1. In our implementation, we use Laplace (Add-1) Smoothing [76], which sets the smoothing parameter to 1. The algorithm then assigns probability that link L is of each type by the prior probability distribution \( P(C) \), which is the proportion of each link type in the data (line 5-8 in Algorithm 1). Then, it goes through each feature and multiplies the probability that link L is of each type by the conditional probability of the feature given each link type (line 9-12). In the end, the final probability of the link L of being each type is calculated by the fraction of each type’s probability over the sum of probabilities of all possible link types (lines 14-16 in Algorithm 1). We then update L’s type by picking the link type with the largest probability (line 17). We repeat this process of link type inference and updating probability distributions of features until convergence, i.e., the percentage of links that change labels between each iteration drops below a small threshold. The algorithm usually converges within four iterations.

**Algorithm Design Choice:** We considered alternative approaches for prediction, such as supervised learning based on a training set of labeled link types from community attributes (say using boosted trees). However, since the size of the ground truth from community attributes has not increased in recent years and since our analysis in §3.2.3 shows that the validation dataset is skewed and is only partially representative of the overall Internet, a supervised learning approach would be affected by the biases in the training set.

We instead adopted an unsupervised approach that uses EM. In particular, ProbLink falls in the category of techniques that use the *expectation maximization algorithm for parameter estimation in Naïve Bayes classifiers* [83]. In particular, Expectation Maximization (EM) is the iterative technique used to separate out classes from a mixture, and Naïve Bayes is the classification technique used in each iteration. EM is suitable when there are hidden classes, and the observed feature distributions are a mixture of the feature distributions of different classes. In each iteration of EM, the algorithm groups together elements that
are classified together and derives the feature parameters of each class. Recall that in our setting, the feature parameters are estimates of the probability of different types of links given a particular topological feature, namely, the probability of the middle link type given previous/next link type, the probability of a certain number of VPs observing a link given each link type, and so on.

Our approach and the underlying techniques have the following implications. First, there is no ground truth in any stage of the algorithm. Second, EM does not work when the classification technique is a black-box or a non-parametric technique (such as a neural network or a boosted decision tree) since it is hard for EM to converge to a stable set of black-box parameters. In fact, in the case of decision trees, convergence would mean that not only the values in the tree nodes do not change, but also the structure of the trees remains stable across iterations. This convergence requirement is hard to satisfy, and hence non-parametric techniques such as decision trees are ill-suited for EM in spite of their high classification accuracy. Naïve Bayes, on the other hand, is a parametric technique that has been shown to work well even when there is correlation between the features used for prediction. Crucially, when Naïve Bayes is used as the classification technique, EM can converge and attribute a stable set of parameters to be used by Naïve Bayes.

It is worth noting that Naïve Bayes makes the assumption that all features are conditionally independent. This independence assumption rarely holds in practical situations, including our own. Nevertheless, despite violating the independence assumption, the classification decisions made by Naïve Bayes are often of high quality [114, 96, 115, 107]. Moreover, in our context, what is needed is a parametric classification technique as opposed to a prediction technique that attributes precise probabilities for the different classes. The Naïve Bayes classifier is appropriate for such settings, but the lack of conditional independence does have the downside that we cannot use the derived probability values as a confidence measure [14].
3.5 Evaluation

We now evaluate our probabilistic inference algorithm, ProbLink, from three aspects and show that:

- ProbLink consistently achieves low error rates across many years, reducing the average error rate of AS-Rank for all links by $1.7 \times$, and attaining $1.8-6.1 \times$ better error rates for the different categories of hard links.
- ProbLink is not dependent on its bootstrapping algorithm, and it is stable with respect to snapshot and VP selection.
- Each feature used in ProbLink is meaningful and eliminating any of them harms the overall inference accuracy.

3.5.1 Accuracy

To evaluate the accuracy of ProbLink, we assemble daily snapshots of BGP paths on the first five days of April, August, and December (i.e., every four months) over the past 6 years. We apply our algorithm against these snapshots and compare it with the AS-Rank algorithm over this time period.

Figure 3.6 compares the error rates of inferences made by ProbLink and those made by AS-Rank. Our probabilistic inference algorithm consistently yields a low error rate smaller than 2%, reducing the average error rate of AS-Rank for all links from 2.1% to 1.2%.

Figure 3.7 shows a comparison between error rates of ProbLink and AS-Rank on 30 consecutive snapshots of BGP paths during April 2016. The max and average error rates across these days for ProbLink are 1.4% and 1.2%, while the error rate of AS-Rank ranges from 2.6% to 5.6%, with an average error rate of 3.9%. ProbLink is not sensitive to the specific set of paths used in a snapshot, and it achieves uniformly low error rates in spite of clique inference inaccuracies that adversely impact AS-Rank.

Figure 3.8 plots the CDFs of error rates of inferences made by ProbLink and AS-Rank.
Figure 3.6: CDF of error rates of ProbLink and AS-Rank on the snapshots of BGP paths in the past 6 years.

Table 3.5 lists the average error rate of our algorithm and AS-Rank for links observed by 50 to 100 VPs, non-VP and non-Tier1 links, stub-clique links, and conflict links. Our probabilistic algorithm reduces the error rate on the four categories by a factor of 5.9, 2.6, 6.1, and 1.8 respectively compared to AS-Rank.

ProbLink is not dependent on the initial labels provided by the bootstrapping algorithm. Bootstrapping with CoreToLeaf and AS-Rank only results in 0.15% overall accuracy difference on average. Completely random initial assignment would not work well because our algorithm attempts to separate mixture distributions with some underlying properties. Our algorithm should, however, be robust to various types of initial label assignments as long as there is some weak correlation between the initial labeling and the actual assignments.

3.5.2 Feature Importance Analysis

Eliminating any of the features used by ProbLink results in lower accuracy. We next run ProbLink with each feature excluded in order to show that each feature adds value.
Figure 3.7: CDF of error rates of ProbLink and AS-Rank on 30 consecutive 1-day snapshots from April 1, 2016 to April 10, 2016.

3.6 lists the error rates of ProbLink after turning off each feature one-by-one against the 04/01/2017 snapshot of BGP paths. Excluding any feature in ProbLink results in a higher error rate, which suggests that each feature adds some value. Among all the features, excluding the VP feature harms the overall accuracy the most, indicating that the visibility of BGP paths from many vantage points is a crucial attribute for inferring link types. We believe that integrating more features can further improve ProbLink’s accuracy.

3.6 Summary

We revisit the AS relationship problem and inference techniques. We first develop a simple inference algorithm that achieves accuracy comparable to that of the state-of-the-art inference technique, AS-Rank, indicating that the types of most links in validation datasets are relatively easy to infer. We then construct different subsets of the validation dataset that might be considered hard and use these as benchmarks for evaluating improvements in AS relationship inference. Further, we observe that many of the features that can be used by inference techniques are of a stochastic nature, so we present a probabilistic AS relationship inference algorithm that provides a framework for easy integration of many
Figure 3.8: CDFs of error rates of ProbLink vs. CoreToLeaf on hard links in a period of 30 days in April 2016.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>AS-Rank(%)</th>
<th>ProbLink(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed by 50-100 VPs</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-VP &amp; non-Tier1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlabeled Stub-clique</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: Average error rates on hard links. ProbLink achieves 5.9×, 2.6×, 6.1×, and 1.8× better error rate for the links observed by between 50 and 100 VPs, non-VP & non-Tier1 links, unlabeled stub-clique, and conflict than AS-Rank respectively.

...
Table 3.6: Error rates of ProbLink with all features turning on and without each feature in turn against 04/01/2017 BGP paths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature excluded</th>
<th>Error rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triplet</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-path</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to Clique</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-located IXP and peering facility</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 4

APPLYING PROBLINK TO REAL-WORLD APPLICATIONS

4.1 Route Leak Detection

Route leaks are a class of common routing incidents that can cause large Internet service disruptions [101]. They are caused by violations of the policies among the ASes involved. For instance, on November 5, 2012, a Google peer Moratel (AS23947) improperly advertised Google routes to its provider, causing Moratel’s providers to select the leaked routes as the preferred ones destined to Google. As Moratel could not handle such large traffic volumes, Google’s services went offline in parts of Asia for half an hour [49].

A conventional method for detecting route leaks is through checking valley-free violations in BGP paths. Mauch built a routing leak detection system based on this intuition by searching for valley paths containing three or more major networks with known relationships [56].

In the same spirit, we build a route leak detection system by detecting valley-free violations in paths based on the link relationship inference results of ProbLink. It is worth noting that a large fraction (more than 50%) of the valley-free violations do not result from route leaks but intended policies from ASes that are research/educational or IXPs [47]. Such ASes often establish a special type of AS relationship called indirect peering, where an AS functions as an intermediate link between two other ASes who wish to peer but go through intermediate ASes. Therefore, we ignore a path if it contains research/educational or IXP ASes when detecting route leaks.

To evaluate the performance of ProbLink and other AS relationship inference techniques on route leak detection, we use only those links for which we have validation data in BGP paths. For example, suppose a path has link relationships ‘* * p2p * c2p’, where
* is unknown in the validation dataset. Even though a relationship inference algorithm should have predictions on the unknown links, we just detect route leaks by its predictions on the two known links in order to compare against the validation dataset. Figure 4.1 compares the precision and recall of ProbLink, AS-Rank, and CoreToLeaf, against the real route leaks implied by the validation dataset across 10 days in April 2016. The average precision for ProbLink, AS-Rank, and CoreToLeaf is 81.1%, 19.8%, and 8.1%, respectively; and the average recall for ProbLink, AS-Rank, and CoreToLeaf is 76.2%, 22.1%, and 5.6%, respectively.

While ProbLink significantly improves the state-of-the-art in route leak identification, the number of false-positive inferences is still relatively high (almost 20%) when used as a
Comparison of coverage (COV) and True Positive Rate (TPR) between ProbLink and AS-Rank in complex relationship inference.

**Figure 4.2:** Evaluation of complex relationships inference and the prediction of path changes due to selective prefix advertisements.

stand-alone inference heuristic. That said, ProbLink shows that valley-free violations are a strong signal for the occurrence of route leaks. This indicator facilitates post processing and can be used as part of a composite detection mechanism that combines multiple sources of information, such as the detection of abrupt changes in per-prefix traffic levels [7].

### 4.2 Inference of Complex Relationships

AS relationships may be more complex than the traditional p2c/p2p model. Such complex agreements may take the form of a *hybrid* relationship with different relationship type for different Points-of-Presence (PoPs) or a *partial-transit* relationship, in which a provider offers transit only toward its peers and customers, but not its providers, or restricts transit to a specific geographic region [30, 35]. The state-of-the-art algorithm for inferring complex relationships (CR algorithm) takes as input a set of conventional relationships and iteratively refines them by combining active traceroute measurements with geolocation.
data to discover the PoP-level propagation patterns of inter-domain paths [45]. Due to the high measurement cost in terms of traceroute queries required to infer complex relationships, CR utilizes customer cones to optimize the allocation of queries to traceroute probes and maximize the discovery of hybrid relationships within the limited querying budgets used by platforms such as RIPE Atlas [95]. Therefore, the quality of the p2p/p2c relationships can affect the precision, accuracy, and coverage of complex relationship inference.

To test the performance of ProbLink for complex relationship inference, we implemented the CR algorithm and executed two 2-day measurement campaigns over the RIPE Atlas platform, on 2018/09/06 and 2018/09/08 using ProbLink and AS-Rank respectively. For each measurement round, we allocated the maximum permissible number of measurement credits, which resulted in 125,529 traceroute queries from 7,870 Atlas probes. CR+ProbLink inferred 1,308 hybrid relationships and 3,163 partial transit links, while CR+AS-Rank inferred 1,029 hybrid relationships and 3,009 partial transit links. We evaluated these inferences against our validation dataset, which includes 346 hybrid links and 402 partial-transit links. As shown in Figure 4.2a, combining CR with ProbLink not only improves the True Positive Rate (TPR) of the algorithm both for hybrid and partial transit relationships, but, importantly, we significantly expand its coverage (COV) by capturing 91% of the hybrid and 95% of the partial transit relationships, compared to 76% and 90%, respectively, for CR+AS-Rank. Overall, CR+ProbLink discovers 27% more hybrid relationships than CR+AS-Rank.

4.3 Predicting the Impact of Selective Advertisements

The ability to predict the impact of traffic engineering policies on the active BGP paths can be valuable to network operators, as it would limit the need for trial-and-error experimentation, allow the configuration of more predictable and stable routing policies, and minimize the risk of propagating unintended routes [82]. However, past works have shown that the existing AS relationship datasets have poor predictive capabilities, making
them impractical for such purposes. In this section, we evaluate the impact of ProbLink’s improved relationship inferences in predicting the outcome of a selective advertisement. Selective advertisement is a popular traffic engineering technique used by AS operators to achieve traffic load balancing, by advertising certain routes only to a subset of their inter-domain neighbors [86].

To predict the impact of selective advertisement “in the wild”, we first need to explicitly capture the activation and the scope of such policies. We detect selectively advertised prefixes by utilizing route redistribution BGP Communities, which are increasingly utilized to implement selective prefix advertisement [87, 32]. In particular, many providers define an array of Community values that can be set by their customers, to allow them to control whether the provider should propagate or not a route to a specific peer or group of peers. For instance, if AS9002 (RETN) receives a prefix advertisement from a customer annotated with the BGP Community 9002:65535, then RETN will propagate this route only to its customers, but not its peers or providers [88]. Redistribution Communities can further limit the scope of the prefix advertisement by determining a location for which the redistribution policy will be applied. For instance, when the Community 286:49 is applied on a prefix, AS286 (KPN) will not advertise this prefix to its US peers [65]. By parsing WHOIS records and NOC websites, we compile a dictionary of Community values that define one of the following types of selective route redistribution:

- Do not announce route to neighbors of type $R$.
- Do not announce route to neighbors of type $R$ at $L$.
- Announce route only to neighbors of type $R$.
- Announce route only to neighbors of type $R$ at $L$.

$R$ indicates relationship type (customer, provider, peer) and $L$ indicates a city-level or country-level location identifier. In total, we extracted 644 Community values from 152 ASes.

After compiling our Communities dictionary, we monitor the BGP messages of the
corresponding ASes to capture BGP Updates annotated with one of the redistribution Communities. Let us assume we observe a BGP Update for a destination prefix $d$ annotated with a BGP Community $C$, which instructs $AS_C$ to propagate $p$ only to its neighbors of type $R$. We calculate which ASes will have to change their paths as follows: We first parse the BGP paths right before $C$ was applied on the prefix $d$, and we collect all the paths $P_{ALL}$ to $d$ that traversed $AS_C$. Then, based on the inferred relationships, we find the paths $P_{R'} \subseteq P_{ALL}$ in which $AS_C$ advertises the route toward $d$ to a neighbor with relationship type $R' \neq R$. Since the Community $C$ allows the prefix announcement only to neighbors with relationship type $R$, we infer that the paths $P_{R'}$ will be withdrawn, and the corresponding ASes in these paths will choose a different path. When $C$ also defines a geographic scope for the prefix advertisement in addition to the relationship type, we use the techniques described in [45] to map the city-level location of AS interconnections, and calculate the affected paths in a similar manner. We validate our inferences by observing the withdrawn paths after $C$ was applied on the path. We consider as false positive any AS $a \in P_{R'}$ that did not withdraw its path 15 minutes after we observed the BGP Update with $C$. We do not consider false negatives, as an AS may change its path to $d$ for different reasons, and this change may simply coincide with the application of the Community $C$ on the same prefix.

Figure 4.2b shows our validation results after executing the above experiment for the first week of April 2016. During that period, we found 480 prefixes tagged with redistribution communities defined by 13 ASes. Overall, 83% of ProbLink’s predictions were correct, compared to 62% for AS-Rank and 59% for CoreToLeaf. ProbLink outperformed AS-Rank for every AS except AS9002, and in some cases (e.g. AS1273), the true positive rate was 2x higher compared to the other algorithms. These results are surprising given that less than 4% of the relationship inferences differ between ProbLink and AS-Rank. To understand the significant improvement achieved by ProbLink, we investigate the impact of the relationship disagreements between the two algorithms on the customer cones obtained using the Provider/Peer Observed methodology proposed in [73]. We focus on
the ASes with at least 100 ASes in their downstream path. For each of these ASes we calculate the fraction of their relationships and the fraction of their customer cones that disagree between ProbLink and AS-Rank. As shown in Figure 4.2c, while less than 10% of the ASes had more than 20% relationship mismatches, over 60% of the ASes had at least 20% difference in their customer cones. This finding highlights the fact that even a few incorrect relationship inferences can lead to significant differences in properties of the resulting downstream paths and substantial deviations in the predictive capabilities of ProbLink and AS-Rank.
Chapter 5

ZOOMING IN ON WIDE-AREA LATENCIES TO A GLOBAL CLOUD PROVIDER

Global cloud services rely on three types of communication: intra-data center, inter-data center, and the public Internet. Intra-DC and inter-DC communications, which are under a single administrative domain, have seen rapid improvement in their performance and reliability over the years. On the other hand, public Internet communication, which connects clients to the cloud locations, has seen less progress because it typically spans multiple administrative domains, which limits visibility into the network and the velocity of change. As a result, the public Internet communication become the weak link for cloud services. This cloud to client communication is the focus of this chapter.

In this chapter, we focus on a global-scale cloud service, Azure, that hosts a range of interactive services. Azure’s clients access their content, over TCP, from the hundreds of its network edge locations worldwide (see Figure 5.1). The hundreds of billions of TCP connections from the clients per day provides a measure of latency — the handshake RTT from TCP connection setup.

**Measurement Characterization:** Using a few trillion RTT measurements from a month, we first characterize poor (or “bad”) latency for the cloud-client connections; we define badness based on Azure’s region-specific RTT targets. Instances of bad latency are not concentrated in a few locations but rather widely prevalent. The duration of badness (persistence) has a long-tailed distribution: most instances of badness are fleeting (≤ 5 minutes) while a small number of them are long lasting. Finally, despite the widespread prevalence of badness among many IP-/24’s, the affected clients themselves are concentrated only in a small number of IP prefixes.
Localization of faulty AS: The administrators of Azure have a strong need for a tool for fault localization when there is RTT degradation (i.e., the RTT breaches the target), specifically, a tool that ascribes blame to the AS(es) that caused the spike in RTT. The faulty AS could be Azure’s cloud network itself or one or more of the AS’es in the cloud-client path. In our study of actual incidents (§5.5.3), we see various reasons for RTT degradation, including overloaded cloud servers to congested cloud networks, maintenance issues in the client’s ISP, and path updates inside a transit AS. A tool to localize the faulty AS, as quickly as possible, will help Azure’s operators trigger remedial actions such as switching egress peers, or investigating server-side issues, thereby minimizing the duration of user impact. In the absence of such a tool, the current practice is to investigate a handful of incidents from the previous day, often chosen in an untargeted manner, which could lead to wasted effort on issues that are not fixable by the cloud operators (e.g., client ISP fault) as well as the ignoring of severe issues (e.g., cloud’s fault with many affected clients). Hence, the need for an accurate tool to localize the faulty AS(es).  

Fault localization in the network is a long-standing problem. Table 5.1 summarizes

---

1We use the terms “RTT degradation”, “fault”, “issue”, “incident” etc. interchangeably.
Table 5.1: Comparison with prior network diagnosis solutions on the desired properties for scalable fault localization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latency degradation</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet scale</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work with insufficient coverage</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated root-cause diagnosis</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis with low latency</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triggered timely probes</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact-prioritized probes</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two-phased Design: Our solution BlameIt proceeds in two phases. The first is a passive phase, where BlameIt uses the RTT data from the existing TCP connections between clients and the cloud to coarsely assign blames to the “client”, “cloud”, or “middle” segments. We define the middle segment as the “BGP path” (set of middle AS’es between
the client and cloud). We avoid the intractability of classical tomography solutions by leveraging two strong empirical traits: (1) typically, only one of the AS’es in a client-cloud path is at fault, and (2) a smaller “failure” set is more likely than a larger set, i.e., increases in RTT for all the clients connecting to a cloud location is likely due to a fault at the cloud end and not due to faults at each of the client AS’es. These traits allow for a hierarchical elimination approach, starting with the cloud as the potential culprit and going down to the middle and client segments.

To resolve the location of the “middle” segment problems to the granularity of an AS (as desired by Azure’s administrators), BlameIt resorts to an active phase. BlameIt issues traceroutes from relevant Azure locations to a targeted set of client IPs while the latency issue is ongoing. The results of these traceroutes are compared with a baseline obtained from “background” traceroutes, to localize the specific AS(es) responsible for the increase in latency. BlameIt is judicious in its use of traceroutes by prioritizing their use on those issues that are expected to last for longer and impact a larger number of clients (both, predicted from historical data). It also heavily optimizes the overheads of background probes by trading it for a small drop in accuracy. Overall, we adopt a systematic measurement-based approach to designing the various aspects in BlameIt’s two-phased fault localization.

Production Deployment: BlameIt is in production deployment, its passive component since Nov 2017 and its active component is beginning to get widely rolled out. Its outputs are used by network operators for their investigations on a daily basis. We compare the accuracy of BlameIt’s result (i.e., the blamed AS) to 88 incidents that had manual reports and find that it correctly localizes the fault in all the incidents; §5.5.3 covers a subset of the incidents. In addition, BlameIt’s selective active probing results in $72 \times$ fewer traceroutes than a solution that relies on active probing alone, and $20 \times$ fewer traceroutes than Trinocular that optimizes probing for WAN unreachability [85].

Contributions: BlameIt makes the following contributions.
1. We present a large-scale study of cloud-client latencies using trillions of RTTs from a global cloud provider; §5.1.

2. We design a practical solution using only passive measurements for coarse-grained fault localization; §5.3.

3. We judiciously issue active probes to localize middle segment issues, while prioritizing the high-impact issues; §5.4.

5.1 Characterizing Worldwide Latency

We present a panoramic view of Azure’s client latency. We first characterize the general patterns of high latency – prevalence, persistence and long-tailed duration of issues – (§5.1.2 and §5.1.3), and then identify spatial aggregates that account for much of the latency issues (§5.1.4).

5.1.1 Dataset and methodology

Azure’s infrastructure consists of hundreds of network edge locations, with tens of services hosted at each location. The services are interactive (latency-sensitive) and cater to consumer and enterprise clients covering a broad set of products around productivity, search, communications and storage. Hundreds of millions of clients use the services on Azure every day.

Each client connection is over TCP to one of the nearest cloud locations. ² For each connection, Azure records the TCP handshake RTT at the cloud server. Across all the cloud locations, Azure records hundreds of billions of RTTs each day. Table 5.2 lists the details of our dataset. We use Azure’s targets as the latency “badness” thresholds and it varies according to the region and the device connectivity type. ³ The targets are in

²The cloud servers are organized into multiple anycast rings and clients connect to the ring that corresponds to their location and the service accessed, leaving it to BGP to direct them to the “nearest” server.

³Typically, mobile clients use cellular connectivity while non-mobile clients use a broadband network. Going forward, we plan to distinguish Wi-Fi connections as well.
keeping with the variation in RTTs across regions and are set such that no client prefix’s RTT is consistently above the threshold.

**Good/Bad Quartet**: To understand the structural patterns of high latencies, we analyze our global-scale dataset through the lens of quartets. Each quartet is a 4-tuple consisting of (client IP /24 prefix, cloud location, mobile (or) non-mobile device, 5 minute time bucket). This definition helps us bundle together the measurements from clients that are geographically nearby using similar AS-level network paths [71], and connecting to the same cloud location at similar times. Despite the fine granularity of slicing, we typically still have many tens of RTT samples in each quartet.

We classify each quartet as “good” or “bad” depending on whether the average RTT in that quartet is below or above the corresponding badness thresholds. Note that we require each quartet to have at least 10 RTT samples for confidence in our estimates. We also verified that when the RTT samples in a quartet were randomly divided into two sets, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed that the samples in both these sets were from the same distribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># RTT measurements</th>
<th>Many trillions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># client IP</td>
<td>O(100 million)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># client IP /24’s</td>
<td>Many millions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># BGP prefixes</td>
<td>O(100,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># client AS’es</td>
<td>O(10,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># client metros</td>
<td>O(100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.2**: Details of the dataset analyzed (one month in 2018).
5.1.2 Spatial & temporal distribution of latencies

Our first set of findings show that the occurrence of high (or “bad”) WAN latency is widely spread, both in time and in space.

How prevalent is bad connectivity? Figure 5.2 plots the fraction of quartets whose RTT was bad, split by region. We see that high latency issues are widely distributed, with a substantial fraction of bad quartets for both mobile and non-mobile connections in all regions. While the trend on bad quartets generally decreases with the advancement in network infrastructure of the region (e.g., China and Australia), we see that surprisingly the USA has a higher fraction of bad quartets, most likely due to aggressive thresholds for the USA.

We next analyze the prevalence of latency issues from the perspective of cloud locations. We see that one-third of the cloud locations have at least 13% bad quartets.

How does badness vary over time? We also study the effect of time-of-day in the incidents of bad RTTs. Figure 5.3 (top) plots the fraction of bad quartets, bucketed by hours, over the course of a week. While there is an unsurprising diurnal pattern to badness, an interesting aspect is that the fraction of bad quartets is consistently higher in the nights than during work hours. We speculate that this is because the connections during off-
work hours would tend to be from home ISPs compared to the well-provisioned enterprise networks during the day. Indeed, we see that BlameIt’s fault localization often lays the blame for the instances of bad RTTs at night on the client ISP.

Figure 5.3 (bottom) zooms in to show that the magnitude of temporal variance can be different; the fraction of bad quartets in ISP1 varies within a range of 5%, while that of ISP2 is over 10%. Moreover, ISP1 shows a different pattern during the weekend (between the 48th and the 96th hour), in which the diurnal pattern becomes less obvious than the workdays. All of this suggests that the design of BlameIt should not assume general temporal predictability to badness.

5.1.3 Long-tailed distribution of badness durations

Incidents of bad latency last for different durations and we analyze the distribution of their persistence. We count the consecutive 5-minute time windows for which a \( \langle \text{IP /24, cloud location, device-type} \rangle \) tuple suffers poor latency (§5.1.1). As shown in Figure 5.4a, over 60% of the issues last for \( \leq 5 \) minutes while only 8% of the issues last for over 2
hours (with the distribution being long-tailed). In other words, most of the issues are fleeting rather than long-lived. Our solution aims to identify the serious long-lived issues and alert BlameIt’s cloud operators. We also prioritize and issue traceroute probes during these incidents that help with their investigations.

5.1.4 Distribution of performance impact

Of relevance to performance diagnosis solutions at global scale (like BlameIt) is the spatial concentration of issues. For each ⟨cloud location, BGP path⟩ tuple, we calculate its “impact”: defined as the number of affected users (distinct IP addresses) multiplied by the duration of the RTT degradation. BGP path is the set of middle AS’es between the
Figure 5.5: Illustrative example of how ⟨Cloud location, BGP path⟩ tuples can be ranked in two different orderings.

client and cloud. Measuring impact at the granularity of ⟨cloud location, BGP path⟩ naturally aligns with our coarse-grained segments (covered in §5.2).

We sort the ⟨cloud location, BGP path⟩ tuples by two metrics (Figure 5.5). The simplest is by the number of problematic IP-/24s contained in the ⟨cloud location, BGP path⟩ tuple, which is similar to how prior works rank the importance of a spatial aggregate [66]. We could also rank the tuples by their actual impact, as we defined above. Figure 5.4b plots the CDF of impact of the tuples when sorted in these two orderings.

When ranked by the IP-/24s, the top 60% of the ⟨cloud location, BGP path⟩ tuples cover nearly 80% of the cumulative problem impact (red line). However, to achieve the same coverage in problem impact, we only need 20% of the ⟨cloud location, BGP path⟩ tuples, if we rank them by their problem impact (blue line), or a $3 \times$ lower value.

Thus, our analysis shows that although there is a skewed distribution of the impact of latency problems in the IP space (as also seen by prior works [66]), there is a much higher skew in the problem’s impact when viewed jointly in space and time, i.e., the number of affected users and the problem’s duration. It can be inefficient to simply use the number of IP prefixes to measure the impact of RTT degradations. This observation will be central to BlameIt’s budgeted active probing in §5.4.
5.1.5 Summary of observations

The takeaways from our measurement study are as follows:

1. Spatial and temporal spread of high latencies. Many cloud locations and client-side prefixes have experienced latency regression for a non-negligible amount of time.

2. Long-tailed distribution of badness durations. Most incidents of bad latencies are fleeting with only a small number of them being long-lasting and of interest for investigations.

3. Uneven distribution of the impact of high latencies. Despite many IP prefixes having high latencies, a substantial fraction of the affected clients are in a small number of IP prefixes.

5.2 Overview of BlameIt

The primary purpose of BlameIt is to help network administrators investigate reports of poor network performance, i.e., RTTs between the clients and the cloud locations being above the badness threshold. BlameIt attributes such path-level latency degradations to localize the faults at the AS-granularity. In this section, we explain the high-level intuitions behind our solution before elaborating on the details in §5.3 and §5.4.

5.2.1 Two-level blame assignment

Modeling the paths between the cloud locations and client at the AS-granularity, as per traditional approaches [21, 116], is problematic. First, the coverage of the measurements is skewed and therefore there are often not sufficient measurements to identify the contributions by each AS in the path. Second, modeling the graph at the AS granularity introduces ambiguities, e.g., a large AS like Comcast might have a problem along certain paths but not all. The impact of both these problems is compounded when paths in the Internet change.
Instead of modeling a path as a concatenation of AS’es, BlameIt views each path in two granularities—a coarse-grained segmentation of the path into three segments of “client” (the client AS), “cloud” (the cloud AS), and “middle” (all AS’es between the cloud and the client), and then a fine-grained AS-level view of only the “middle” segment. Correspondingly, BlameIt localizes the fault in two steps.

1. Attribute the blame for latency degradation on one of the three coarse segments, using only “passive” data.
2. If a fault is attributed to a middle segment, BlameIt (optionally) moves to the “active” phase to trigger probes for AS-level fault localization.

Note that modeling each path into three segments (albeit at a coarse granularity) allows BlameIt to identify localized issues in an AS that occur only in that path (but not elsewhere in that AS, thus avoiding the ambiguities explained above).

**Coarse Segmentation:** The three-way segmentation of each path into client, middle, and cloud segments is borne out of Azure’s operational requirements. Localizing the fault to the cloud or the client AS is already actionable. A cloud-induced latency degradation would directly lead to personnel being deployed for further investigation. When the problem lies with the client network (e.g., the client’s ISP), the cloud operator typically cannot fix the problem other than informing the client about their ISP choices (e.g., [1]). Thus, our segmentation proved to be pragmatically beneficial and allowed for a phased deployment with our coarse-grained fault localization solution (based on passive measurements) being deployed in production much earlier.

5.2.2 Impact-proportional budgeted probing

BlameIt uses active probes (traceroutes) only for fine-grained localization of “middle” segment blames, as these segments may contain multiple AS’es. Since probing all the paths for full coverage is prohibitive given the sheer number of paths (nearly 200 million per day; §5.5.5), BlameIt sets a budget on the active probes and allocates the budget to
probing bad middle segments based on their expected impact on clients (§5.1.4), i.e., by estimating how many clients will be affected and for how long. BlameIt’s budgeted probing is unique in two aspects compared to prior work (e.g., [116, 66, 74]).

Spatially, BlameIt defines the importance of a segment in proportion to its impact on actual number of clients, rather than just the addresses in the IP block (BGP-announced prefix) [66]. In Azure’s operations, large IP address blocks often have fewer active clients than smaller IP blocks, thus making it desirable to predict and prioritize issues affecting the most active clients.

Temporally, by estimating the timespan of each latency degradation, BlameIt can focus on long-lived problems rather than fleeting problems that may end shortly after we probe it, thus wasting our limited budget for probing. Note that we do not need very precise estimate on the timespan of a problem because of the long tail distribution of problem durations (§5.1.3). It would suffice if we only separate the few long-lived problems from the many short-lived problems.

5.2.3 End-to-end workflow

BlameIt’s workflow is as follows. RTT data is passively collected at the different cloud locations and sent to a central data analytics cluster. A data analytics job periodically makes coarse-grained blame assignments to all bad RTT instances; §5.3. These blame assignments trigger two sets of actions. The middle segment issues are ordered based on their impact and active probes are issued from the appropriate cloud servers for finer localization; §5.4. All the latency inflations are prioritized based on their impact, and the top few are sent to network administrators for investigation (details in §5.5.1).

5.3 Fault Localization with Passive Measurements

In this section, we describe BlameIt’s fault localization method using passive RTT measurements only. We begin by laying down a set of empirical insights (§5.3.1) that leads to
the practical fault localization method (§5.3.2 – §5.3.3).

5.3.1 Empirical insights

At first glance, it is tempting to localize faults using standard network tomography techniques, especially given the coarse three-way segmentation (§5.2.1) of the network topology. Unfortunately, the client-middle-cloud segmentation still lacks the topological properties needed for a standard network tomography formulation. To see a concrete example, let us consider two cloud locations \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) serving \( k \) client prefixes \( p_1 \ldots p_k \) in two distinct geographical regions using two middle segments, \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \). Using a drastically simplified setting where there is no noise in the measurements (i.e., the latency values are not obtained from a distribution but are fixed unknown quantities), we can express the delay measurements \((d_{ij})\) as linear constraints of the following form: 

\[
l_{c_1} + l_{m_1} + l_{p_j} = d_{ij}.
\]

However, even though there are \( 2k \) equations on \( k + 4 \) variables, we cannot infer the individual latency values (e.g., \( l_{c_i}, l_{m_i}, \) or \( l_{p_j} \)). Instead, it is easy to show that we can only solve for the following composite expressions: \( l_{c_1} + l_{m_1} - l_{c_2} - l_{m_2} \) and \( l_{p_s} - l_{p_t} \) (for \( s, t \in 1 \ldots k \)); see footnote 4. As a consequence, we cannot simply solve for the latency parameters (even at the coarse level of cloud, middle and client segments) with the observed latency measurements. Solving linear equations is impractical, even with “boolean” tomography [41, 42, 33] (each client/middle/cloud segment is either “good” or “bad”, and a path is good only if all its segments are good).

We overcome the infeasibility of the above problem formulation using two key empirical insights. We derive them from the results of manually-labeled investigations of 88 incidents over many months. In addition, we also looked at extensive traceroutes collected from 22 Azure locations every ten minutes for 14 days (described in §5.5.5) and focused on the RTTs above the badness thresholds.

\footnote{There are \( k \) equations of the form, \((l_{c_1} + l_{m_1} + l_{p_1} = d_{11})\ldots(l_{c_1} + l_{m_1} + l_{p_k} = d_{1k})\) and \( k \) equations likewise for \((l_{c_2} + l_{m_2} + l_{p_1} = d_{21})\ldots(l_{c_2} + l_{m_2} + l_{p_k} = d_{2k})\). Subtracting within the first \( k \) equations will solve for \( l_{p_s} - l_{p_t} \) (for \( s, t \in 1 \ldots k \)). Subtracting among the first and second set of equations will solve for \( l_{c_1} + l_{m_1} - l_{c_2} - l_{m_2} \).}
**Insight-1:** Typically, only one of the cloud, middle, or client network segments causes the inflation. For example, inflated latency between a Azure location and the client might be due to the middle segment or the client segment but not due to moderate increases in both. All of the manual reports support this observation. In the traceroutes, 93% of the instances of RTT inflation is due to just one of the segments contributing the dominant inflation ($\geq 80\%$) in the RTT.

**Insight-2:** A smaller failure “set” is more likely than a larger failure set, e.g., when all the RTTs to a cloud location are bad, it is highly likely due to the cloud segment and not due to all the middle segments or clients experiencing an issue simultaneously. In our dataset, over 98% of incidents support this observation. Typically, each cloud location is reached via many middle segments, each of which in turn, connects clients from many client IP-/24s.

These two insights allow us to overcome the insufficiency of measurements by investigating blame assignment sequentially starting from the cloud segment and stopping when we have sufficient confidence to blame one of the segments. Opportunistically using the passive data for coarse-segmentation is a key differentiation of BlameIt: it allows us to overcome the intractability faced by prior passive techniques [21, 116] while also limiting the need for active probes [74, 85, 66].

5.3.2 **Coarse-grained Fault Localization**

Recall the definition of a “quartet” from §5.1 that aggregates RTT values from an IP-/24 block to a cloud location within a 5 minute window, with each quartet being “good” or “bad” based on the badness thresholds. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode to localize the cause of the fault in each bad quartet into one of three categories: the cloud, middle, client segments; it also calls out when the data is “insufficient” or “ambiguous” to classify a bad quartet.
Algorithm 2: BlameIt using passive measurements.

Input: 1) Quartets, Q:
\[ \langle \text{IP}/24, \text{cloud-node}, \text{time}, \text{mobile}, \text{BGP-path}, \text{RTT} \rangle \]
2) List of cloud locations, C
3) List of BGP-Paths, B

Output: Assign Blame to each “bad” quartet

1 Dictionary (Segment, float) Bad-Fraction → φ
2 Dictionary (Segment, int) Num-Quartets → φ

/* Populate dictionaries for cloud nodes */
3 foreach cloud-node c in C do
   4 Num-Quartets[c] → CalcNumQuartets(c, Q)
   5 Bad-Fraction[c] → CalcBadFraction(c, Q, c.expected-RTT)

/* Populate dictionaries for middle BGP-paths */
6 foreach BGP-path b in B do
   7 Num-Quartets[m] → CalcNumQuartets(m, Q)
   8 Bad-Fraction[b] → CalcBadFraction(b, Q, b.expected-RTT)

/* Blame assignment for each quartet */
9 foreach quartet q in Q with q.RTT ≥ Threshold_RTT do
   // Customized badness threshold for RTT
   10 if Num-Quartets[q.cloud-node] ≤ 5 then
      11 q.Blame ← “insufficient”
   12 else if Bad-Fraction[q.cloud-node] ≥ τ then
      13 q.Blame ← “cloud”
   14 else if Num-Quartets[q.BGP-path] ≤ 5 then
      15 q.Blame ← “insufficient”
   16 else if Bad-Fraction[q.BGP-path] ≥ τ then
      17 q.Blame ← “middle”
   18 else if q.IP-/24 has “good” RTT to another cloud-node then
      19 q.Blame ← “ambiguous”
   20 else
      21 q.Blame ← “client”
1) **Blaming the cloud:** BlameIt starts its blame assignment sequentially beginning with the cloud’s network as the potential culprit. It takes an aggregate view of the quartets that correspond to a cloud location in the same time period but spanning a wide variety of client locations. If a considerable majority ($\geq \tau$) of the IP /24’s connecting to a cloud location see bad RTT values, then BlameIt concludes that the cloud’s network is at fault (lines 5 and 12-13 in Algorithm 2). In our deployment, we set $\tau = 0.8$ and it works well in practice.

Starting the assignment of blames from the cloud segment of the network (instead of the client) gives us more diverse RTT samples. Each cloud location (in a 5 minute window) has clients connecting to it from hundreds of thousands of /24 IP blocks across thousands of client AS’es. Bad performance across this broad spectrum makes it more likely that the cloud’s network is the problem than independent problems afflicting the various clients (insight-2 in §5.3.1). In contrast, the client side does not have the same richness of measurements. Hence, we start blame assignment in Algorithm 2 from the cloud segment.

A subtle aspect to note is that the CalcBadFraction() method in Algorithm 2 does not weight the quartets by the number of RTT samples contained in them. Even though different IP-/24s may have a varying number of connections (and hence, RTT samples) to a cloud location, weighting has the undesirable effect of a small handful of “good” IP-/24s with a large number of RTT samples masking the bad performance seen by many IP-/24s connecting to the same cloud location.

While bad quartets are identified using the RTT thresholds (§5.1), BlameIt also learns the typical RTT value of clients connecting to each cloud location, $c_{expected}$-RTT. It uses deviation in this expected value for blame attribution. §5.3.3 provides the justification and details of this learning.

2) **Blaming the middle:** If the fault does not lie with the cloud network, the next candidate is the middle section of the network. As defined earlier, this is all the AS’es *in between* the
cloud network and the client prefix.

BlameIt groups all the quartets sharing the same set of AS’es in the BGP routing path between the client IP-/24 and the cloud location (we refer to this set of middle AS’es as “BGP path”) to identify middle segment faults. If all these quartets sharing the same middle AS’es have bad RTT values, we attribute blame to the middle segment (lines 8 and 16-17 in Algorithm 2). As before, we learn the expected RTT of each middle segment (b.expected-RTT) and look for deviations.

We arrived at the decision to group clients by the BGP-path after exploring multiple options. While we considered grouping by the client AS and metro area, based on prior studies [71], we notably found on analyzing Azure’s BGP tables that only 47% of clients in the same \(\langle \text{AS}, \text{Metro} \rangle\) clients see a single consistent path from the Azure location even within a 5-minute window. Thus, we conclude that the granularity of \(\langle \text{AS}, \text{Metro} \rangle\) is too coarse-grained.

We also considered two other subtly different options. Let the BGP tables at Azure contain two entries to client prefixes C1 and C2, \((G - X_1 - X_2 - C1)\) and \((G - X_1 - X_2 - C2)\); note that both C1 and C2 prefixes could be coarser than /24 addresses and in different AS’es. To analyze a bad quartet from C1, we could look at all the RTT values traversing either the path \((X_1 - X_2 - C1)\) or the path \((X_1 - X_2 - C)\), where C is the AS of the prefix.
C1. The former (called “BGP prefix”) is fine-grained while the latter (called “BGP atom” [15]) is coarser. As Figure 5.6 compares, using our solution of “BGP path” provides us with more RTT samples than both these options, and hence gives us more confidence while still being accurate. Thus, we decide to group by the BGP path, i.e., all the AS’es in between the cloud network and the client prefix.

3) Blaming the client: Finally, we ascribe blame to the client segment of the network path (lines 20-21). However, if the client IP-/24 has connected to other cloud locations in the same time period but experienced good RTT performance, we label the quartet as “ambiguous” (lines 18-19) because there is not a way to conclusively assign blame.

Finally, in any step, if the number of RTT samples is too small, BlameIt outputs “insufficient” (lines 10-11, 14-15).

5.3.3 Learning RTT thresholds

Central to the cloud and middle segment blame assignments in Algorithm 2 are two RTT thresholds c.expected-RTT and b.expected-RTT. These thresholds compare against the expected RTTs of clients connecting to each of the cloud locations and traversing each middle segment of the network, and are also learned separately for mobile and non-mobile clients.

Cloud Segment c.expected-RTT. Learning the RTT values separately for each cloud location helps us identify inflations in RTT at each cloud location compared to its own historical values. In general, c.expected-RTT is less than the (region-specific) RTT badness thresholds. We provide a simple example to show how using c.expected-RTT instead of the badness threshold in Algorithm 2 (lines 5 and 12-13) disambiguates cloud faults. Consider the case when the RTT between a client IP-/24 and cloud location X is 55ms, with the RTT threshold being 50ms. Say, this is only due to a fault inside Azure, so assuming everything else is unchanged, the cloud should be blamed.

Let us assume that the RTTs of client IP-/24s connecting to X uniformly varied between [35ms, 45ms] historically, thus c.expected-RTT is learned to be 40ms. After the fault,
due to X’s increased contribution, the range changes to uniformly vary between [40ms, 70ms]. If we were to use the RTT threshold itself (of 50ms) in Algorithm 2, only \( \frac{1}{4} \) of the quartets connecting to X will be bad (in between [40ms, 70ms]) and the blame will not fall on the cloud network (since \( \tau = 0.8 \)). However, using \( c.\text{expected-RTT} = 40\text{ms} \) leads to the correct blame assignment as the RTTs are all above this learned value.

We use the following simple approach to learn \( c.\text{expected-RTT} \) for each cloud location. We use the median of RTT values from the last 14 days as the \( c.\text{expected-RTT} \) of connections to that location. (Using the median of historical values and \( \tau = 0.8 \) essentially means that we check if the distribution has shifted “right” by 30%; we picked these parameters by extensive analysis of our incidents and can vary them adaptively.) While we considered other approaches like comparing the RTT distributions, our simple approach works well in practice.

**Middle Segment b.**\( \text{expected-RTT} \). We also observe considerable difference between the RTTs traversing the BGP paths (\( 10 \times \) difference between the 10th and 90th percentile RTTs). As before, we set the \( m.\text{expected-RTT} \) thresholds for each middle segment (BGP path), learned as the median from RTT values of the past 14 days, and look for deviations.

### 5.4 Fine-grained Localization with Active Probes

We build on the techniques in §5.3 to judiciously employ *active* measurement for fine-grained fault localization of middle segment faults. We begin by explaining the rationale behind selective active probing (§5.4.1), present an overview of our approach (§5.4.2), and then explain how we optimize both our on-demand as well as background traceroutes (§5.4.3 and §5.4.4).

#### 5.4.1 Rationale for selective active probing

Algorithm 2 blames the incidence of high RTT to one of three network segments: cloud, middle, or client. While attributing blame to the cloud or client segment automatically
identifies the specific AS responsible for the latency degradation, attributing blame to the middle segment of the network could be due to any of the AS’es in the BGP path between the cloud and client could be causing the degradation.

We considered extending the approach of “hierarchical elimination” of Algorithm 2 to the AS-level graph, with the blame being attributed to the AS common to the paths of the majority of connections that are experiencing high RTT. In practice, however, the data density is insufficient for such AS-level analysis. While we considered coarsening the definition of a quartet (e.g., larger client IP aggregates than /24’s or wider timer buckets than 5 minutes), we decided against it as it would hurt the accuracy of the fault localization.

Active measurements – issuing continuous traceroutes from the different Azure locations to client locations – is a natural approach to localize faults. [74, 85, 66] However, for accurate localization of the middle AS, we need continuous traceroutes so that we have data to compare before and after an incident. As our calculations in §5.5.5 will show, that works out to nearly 200 million per day, an amount that is prohibitive and infeasible in Azure’s production deployments. Besides the overhead, such volumes could also trigger security alarms in the various AS’es since the traceroute packets and their ICMP responses could be mistaken for probing attacks [70].

Due to routing asymmetries [51], the “forward” (cloud-to-client) and “reverse” (client-to-cloud) Internet paths can be different. Our current solution only uses traceroutes issued from the cloud locations (for ease of deployment) but we believe that reverse traceroute techniques [58] can be incorporated into BlameIt’s active phase. Azure already has many users with rich clients [20] that can be coordinated to issue traceroutes to measure the client-to-cloud paths.

5.4.2 Approach for fine-grained localization

Our approach for fine-grained fault localization is as follows: judiciously issue “on-demand” traceroutes based the passive analysis of RTTs (§5.3), and then compare these measure-
ments with the baseline established through infrequent “background” traceroutes to obtain the picture prior to the fault. We illustrate how these traceroutes are compared using an simple example.

**Illustrative Example:** Consider the following example, modeled on a real-world investigation in India, on how the background and on-demand traceroutes are compared. The AS-level path between cloud X and client c is X - m1 - m2 - c. The RTT observed by the background traceroutes from X to the last hop in each of these four AS’es was 4ms, 6ms, 8ms and 9ms, respectively. However, after the latency degradation, the corresponding values became 4ms, 60ms, 62ms and 64ms. Specifically, the individual contribution of the middle AS m1 went up from \((6 - 4) = 2\) ms to \((60 - 4) = 56\) ms, thus pointing to m1 as the reason behind the performance degradation.  

There are two key challenges to realizing the above approach at scale. 1) First, we have to be judicious about when to issue “on-demand” traceroutes since fine-grained localization might be of little interest for issues that are ephemeral and/or only affect a small number of clients. 2) Second, background measurements have to be optimized so that they are not wasteful or cause a significant increase in network traffic. We next present BlameIt’s solution to both issues – prioritized on-demand measurements (§5.4.3) and optimized background measurements (§5.4.4).

5.4.3 Prioritized On-Demand Measurements

BlameIt prioritizes on-demand traceroutes for latency degradations that, (1) have lasted for a long duration, (2) are expected to persist for longer durations, and (3) would potentially impact many clients. Prioritization helps BlameIt focus on issues of most impact to clients while avoiding the high probing overheads of prior solutions [74, 85, 66]. As §5.1.3 and §5.1.4 showed, there is considerable variation across the middle-segment issues. They may impact just 10 clients or all the way up to 4 million client IPs. While some
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5While the latency measurements to a later hop in traceroutes could be smaller than to an earlier hop [13, 77, 102], this issue is less prevalent when we look at latencies at the level of AS’es.
issues are ephemeral, others can last multiple hours.

**Client-time Product:** To prioritize the middle segment issues, we use “client-time product” as our metric. Client-time product is simply the product of (a) the predicted duration of bad performance of the middle segment, multiplied by, (b) the number of clients that are expected to access the cloud via that middle segment in that period (and hence, will be impacted). This is akin to the metric in §5.1.4 but with estimated values.

**Budgeted Prioritization:** BlameIt operates under a “budget” for traceroutes defined in the number of traceroutes permissible out of each of Azure’s cloud locations per time window (say, every 5 minutes or every day). For simplicity, we avoid setting budgets per AS and instead employ a larger budget for traceroutes emanating from a cloud location.

Our prioritization takes all the quartets with middle segment issue (from Algorithm 2), and groups them by their AS-level BGP path (m1 - m2 in §5.4.2’s example). This grouped set P contains all the paths with at least one problematic AS. For each path p in P, we predict the two metrics ((a) and (b)) that are needed to calculate the client-time product. We sort paths in descending order of client-time product and issue traceroutes within the budget (one per middle segment issue). We next explain how the two two metrics are estimated.

**(a) Predicting the duration of degradation.** BlameIt estimates the probability of a problem persisting given that the problem has lasted thus far. Specifically, if an issue has lasted for a duration $t$, it estimates the probability of it lasting for an additional duration $T$, $P(T|t)$. Using estimates of $P(T|t)$ for different values of $T$, we can calculate the expected duration, $\Sigma \sum_{T=1}^{T_{\text{max}}} P(T|t) \times T$, for which the issue will persist. We increase $T$ in increments of 5 minutes. We obtain $P(T|t)$ for various $T$ values based on historical fault durations in each BGP path. Given the long-tailed distribution of problem durations (§5.1.3) we only need to separate out the long-lived problems rather than precisely estimate the duration of each problem.
(b) Predicting the number of impacted clients. *BlameIt* uses historical data to also predict the number of clients that are likely to connect (and hence, be impacted) during an issue. We empirically observe that predicting the number of active clients in a BGP-path using the same 5-minute time window in the previous days is more accurate than using recent history (e.g., a few prior time windows in the same day). Hence, we use the average number of clients that connected via the same middle BGP-path in the same time window in the past 3 days.

The above approaches work well in practice with our prioritization of traceroutes closely matching an oracle (§5.5.5).

5.4.4 Optimized Background Measurements

Recall from the example in §5.4.2 that *BlameIt* uses traceroutes from before an incident of RTT degradation to localize the faulty AS. These “background” traceroutes are in addition to those issued for Algorithm 2’s middle segment faults. Background traceroutes are issued periodically to each BGP path as well as triggered based on BGP path change at Azure’s border routers.

To keep the overhead manageable, the periodic traceroutes are performed infrequently, two times a day to each BGP path from each Azure location. As we report in §5.5.5, the relative stability of Internet paths in normal times means that the above low frequency is a good “sweet spot” between traceroute overheads and accuracy of fault localization.

In addition, we use information from Azure’s BGP listener, which connects to all of the border routers over IBGP, to determine if the AS level path to a client prefix has changed at a border router or a route has been withdrawn. In either case, we issue a traceroute to that client prefix from the cloud location which connects to the border router in question. Favorably for us, analysis of *BlameIt*’s BGP messages show that nearly two-thirds of the BGP paths at the routers do not see any churn in an entire day, thus limiting our overheads.
The combination of periodic (but infrequent) traceroutes and traceroutes triggered by BGP churn enables BlameIt to maintain an accurate picture of paths from the cloud to clients in various locations with low overhead.

5.5 Evaluation

BlameIt is in production deployment at Azure (§5.5.1 and §5.5.2); here are the highlights.

1. BlameIt’s fault localization matches the results from manual investigations in 88 real-world incidents. §5.5.3
2. As further validation, we also use large-scale traceroutes to corroborate BlameIt’s accuracy. §5.5.4
3. Active probing with BlameIt prioritizes the right middle-segment issues and is 72× cheaper. §5.5.5

5.5.1 Implementation and Deployment Details

BlameIt is in production deployment, its passive component since Nov 2017 and its active component beginning to get widely rolled out. Figure 5.7 shows all its relevant components. RTTs (from TCP handshakes) are continuously collected as clients connect to Azure and are aggregated at an analytics cluster where the BlameIt script runs periodically. Its outputs trigger prioritized alerts to operators, and targeted traceroutes to clients.

RTT Collector Stream: Azure’s cloud locations generate two data streams, one containing the client’s IP and the other the RTT (in addition to many other fields). These two streams had to be joined (via a “request id”) for BlameIt’s Algorithm 2 to be executed. Since these streams were large in size, their joining happened only once every day to limit the load on the data analytics cluster. As part of BlameIt’s deployment, we modified the RTT stream to also include the client IP field, thus not needing to wait for the joining.

Periodic execution: BlameIt’s Algorithm 2 is scheduled to execute every 15 minutes (which is sufficient given the long-tailed distribution we saw in §5.1.3). We encountered
one tricky issue in running BlameIt every 15 minutes. Every hour, a few hundred “storage
buckets” are created afresh and each RTT tuple is written into a randomly
chosen bucket. This leads to a loss of temporal ordering within the hour, so each run of BlameIt, even
though it needs only the last 15 minutes of data, has to read all the buckets filled thus far
in that hour (and filter out RTTs). We are currently working on creating finer buckets.

**Active traceroutes:** BlameIt’s outputs are used to prioritize middle segment issues and
issue traceroutes to the clients. This module periodically fetches the destinations from
the analytics cluster to issue on-demand traceroutes (§5.4.3). Finally, it also issues back-
ground traceroutes (§5.4.4) at a regular cadence. For issuing traceroutes, we use the native
Windows tracert command.

**Network Operators:** BlameIt helps prioritize the issues based on their business impact
and the top few are automatically “ticketed” for investigation. The detailed outputs of
BlameIt are auto-included in these tickets for ease of investigation. BlameIt’s coarse seg-
mentation of the issues helps route the tickets to the appropriate teams to investigate
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**Figure 5.7:** BlameIt’s key components in production.
server issues, networking issues, peering relationships, etc. Crucially, they only investigate high-impact and relevant issues.

5.5.2 Blame Assignments in Production

Each day, BlameIt assigns blames for millions of “bad” quartets whose RTT are above the badness thresholds. We present a flavor of the results of BlameIt’s Algorithm 2 – the blame fractions and durations of badness.

Figure 5.8 plots the fraction of blame categories worldwide for a one month period. We notice a general stability of the fractions accounted by each blame category, with middle segment issues slightly higher than client issues. Even though cloud segment issues generally account for less than 4% of bad quartets, these are investigated with high priority. Their increase around day-24 in Figure 5.8 is due to a scheduled maintenance.

Figure 5.9 takes one of the days and splits the blame fractions by cloud regions. One notable aspect is that middle segment issues dominate in India, China and Brazil. This is likely due to the still-evolving transit networks in these regions, compared to relatively mature regions like the US. Another aspect we notice is that the “insufficient” and “ambiguous” categories constitute a high fraction, but this presents an interesting quandary: we can relax our minimum RTT samples and use coarser grouping for middle prefixes.
Figure 5.9: Blame fractions for one day in six cloud locations. (In each location, the blame fractions sum to 100%).

(like AS, Metro) to reduce these categories, but it would likely come at the expense of accuracy of our fault localization. We could also issue traceroutes to the clients in these two categories, but that would increase the overheads of active probing.

Finally, how long do the different badness incidents last? Back in §5.1.3 we had observed a long-tailed distribution of all badness incidents, and Figure 5.10 breaks their durations by blame categories; similar distributions persist across the categories. Cloud issues generally last for lesser durations than middle or client segment issues, possibly explained by Azure dedicating a team to fix them at the earliest.

5.5.3 Real-world Case Studies

We analyzed investigation reports from 88 incidents of latency degradation in production that were investigated by Azure’s network administrators. As part of their investigations, they look at performance logs, network captures, as well as communicate with administrators in other AS’es. Their reports document the cause behind the degradation and identify the faulty AS. An encouraging result is that BlameIt’s localization of the faulty AS matched the conclusions of the network administrators for all the incidents. We now discuss a few in detail to present a flavor of the faults, including some where BlameIt helped with the investigation.
1) **Maintenance in Brazil:** Azure’s cloud network in one of the locations in Brazil had internal routing issues due to an unfinished maintenance operation that considerably increased the latency of the southern American clients that were connecting to the location. Since the incomplete maintenance was not detected, clients were not rerouted to a different location and investigations focused on other segments of the network including peering AS’es. The issue was finally fixed after a couple days. This incident was before the deployment of BlameIt and *post facto* analysis of the RTT logs shows the correct localization of the fault on the cloud segment.

2) **Peering fault:** There was a high-priority issue where many customers of Azure’s services experienced high latencies. This was a widespread issue affecting many clients in the USA in the east coast, west coast, and central regions. BlameIt correctly identified
it to be a “middle segment” issue, thus avoiding the unnecessary involvement of Azure’s internal-networking teams. Finer localization revealed that the issue was due to changes inside a peering AS, with which Azure peers at multiple locations.

This incident provided an interesting comparison with other monitoring systems. One system was based on periodic traceroutes from a small fraction of Azure’s clients, but these clients happened to not be impacted much by this issue and hence did not detect the problem (in other words, lack of coverage of client “vantage points”, a problem that BlameIt does not face). Another system made web users download a small web object to measure the latency, but these active measurement were conservatively deployed to limit overheads (since they were not triggered in a targeted manner, like BlameIt does using analysis of passive data). Finally, the system to monitor RTTs in each AS, metro also did not raise an alarm because no single AS, metro was excessively affected even though there were many affected clients countrywide (speaks to the value of BlameIt’s fine-grained analysis using BGP-paths and client IP-/24s). Combining large-scale aggregated measurements, we can detect and localize even slight but widespread increases in latency.

3) Cloud overload in Australia: Recently clients of Azure connecting to a cloud location in Australia experienced higher RTTs than the RTT targets. During this incident the median RTT went up from 25ms usually to 82ms. An interesting aspect in the investigation of this incident is that many clients sharing the BGP paths to reach this specific location (in Australia) saw increases in their RTTs. However, BlameIt’s approach of starting the blame assignment from the cloud (Algorithm 2) ensured that the blame was correctly pinpointed to the cloud segment (and not the middle BGP paths). As a validation, even though the same BGP paths were also used to connect to other nearby cloud locations in Australia, those clients did not experience bad RTTs (Insight-2 in §5.3.1). Investigations tracked the issue to an increase in CPU usage of the servers (overload) that was leading to the spike in RTTs.

4) Traffic shift from East Asia to US West coast: Due to some unforeseen side-effects
of changes in BGP announcements, Azure clients in east Asia were starting to get routed to Azure’s locations in the US west coast instead of the locations in east Asia. This substantially increased their latencies and BlameIt blamed the middle segment. The ISPs of east Asian clients did not have good peers and connections to route them to the US west coast, since traffic rarely gets routed that direction, and thus, the middle segments contributed to the substantial increase. The issue was fixed with the east Asian clients being redirected back.

5) Client ISP issues in Italy: The median RTT of Azure users in a major city in Italy increased from the usual value of 9ms to 161ms. Given the substantial increase in RTT, the persistence of the issue, and the high number of users that were affected, an investigation was launched that concluded that the increase was due to a maintenance inside the client ISP, for which no advance notice was provided.

This incident was prior to BlameIt’s deployment, but our analysis shows that BlameIt would have blamed the client AS with a high confidence of 93% (confidence is obtained by calculating the proportion of quartets blamed in each category of Algorithm 2). It would have avoided this wasted effort as there was little that Azure could do in fixing the issue.

5.5.4 Large-scale Corroboration

The case studies above are encouraging and notes by network operators help us see the value provided by BlameIt in their diagnoses. However, we also corroborate the results of BlameIt at a larger scale by comparing its results with those from continuous traceroutes. We continuously issue traceroutes (every minute) from different Azure locations to clients in 1,000 select BGP paths. We treat the latency contributions (of each AS) from the traceroutes as the “ground truth”. When latency goes beyond the targets, we compare each AS’es “normal” contribution to the end-to-end latency with the contributions just after the incident. We call the AS with the most increase in its contribution as the
culprit AS. We compare this result to BlameIt’s identification of the culprit AS. Given the overhead of such large-scale traceroutes, we had to restrict this experiment to only three Azure locations in the US east coast for one day.

For each BGP path, we measure its corroboration ratio, defined as the fraction of latency issues where BlameIt’s passive diagnosis (of the culprit segment) matched the traceroutes. Note that this can include any of the AS’es in the middle or the client AS or Azure; recall from §5.3 that the blame is ascribed to only one segment. Figure 5.11 plots the CDF of corroboration ratios of the 1,000 BGP paths. We observe near-perfect corroboration (ratio of 1.0) for nearly 88% of the paths (orange line), thus showing that despite the two-level approach used by BlameIt, it does not lead to loss in accuracy. The figure also vindicates our decision to use BGP paths to group clients in the same middle segment as opposed to the traditional practice of grouping them by ⟨AS, Metro⟩ [71], which significantly lowers the corroboration ratio (blue line).

To reiterate, BlameIt’s high accuracy is without the high overhead of continuous traceroutes (which we deployed only for obtaining the ground truth for large-scale corroboration). We next analyze the aspects of our selective probing from §5.4.
5.5.5 Active Probes for Middle Segment Issues

We dig deeper into BlameIt’s active traceroutes for fine-grained localization of middle segment issues.

For extensive data-driven evaluations, we issued traceroutes from 22 Azure cloud locations to 85,100 client IP /24’s in 23,000 BGP paths, once every 10 minutes for a period of 14 days. As in §5.5.4, we use the traceroutes as ground truth for contributions by each AS. We identify middle segment issues, and identify the faulty AS in the middle by comparing against its historical contributions to the end-to-end latency.

**Client-time product:** Recall from §5.4.3 that BlameIt prioritizes on-demand traceroutes for middle segment issues based on an estimate of their client-time product. We had settled on simple approaches for our estimations and Figure 5.12 illustrates that as a result of our accurate estimates, we are able to prioritize the traceroutes as good as an oracle; Figure 5.12 sorts the middle segment issues (on the x-axis) by their client-time product as calculated by the oracle. Note that 5% of the middle segment issues cover over 83% of the cumulative client-time product impact. Thus, a 5% budget would suffice for diagnosing the high-impact middle segment issues.

**Background probing frequency vs. Accuracy:** There is an intrinsic trade-off between the frequency of background traceroutes (§5.4.4) and the accuracy of the fault localization. Too fine a frequency increases the accuracy but at the expense of overheads. Sending a
Figure 5.13: Accuracy of active BlameIt under different probing frequencies with/without probes triggered by BGP churn.

probe every ten minutes to cover all the BGP paths achieves high accuracy, but to cover all the BGP paths seen across all the Azure locations, this amounts to nearly 200 million traceroutes out of Azure each day, an unacceptably high overhead. Figure 5.13 plots how the accuracy drops at lower probing frequencies. We notice a “sweet spot”: with a frequency of once per 12 hours (along with BGP churn triggered probes), we still obtain an accuracy of 93%. This frequency represents a traceroute overhead that is $72 \times$ lower, and this is feasible for Azure.

We also compare BlameIt to Trinocular [85] that diagnoses WAN unreachability (not latency inflation) using an optimized network model to trigger active probes. Compared to Trinocular, BlameIt issues $20 \times$ fewer active probes.

5.6 Summary

We presented BlameIt, a tool that automatically localizes the faulty AS when there is latency degradation between clients and cloud locations, using a combination of analysis of passive measurements (TCP handshake RTTs) and selective active measurements (traceroutes). Such a tool is highly valuable for global cloud providers like Azure. BlameIt smartly leverages the passively collected measurements and a small amount of active probes for its fault localization. In doing so, BlameIt avoids the problems of intractability that stifled prior tomography based solutions and prohibitively high overhead that
plagued probing solutions based on global vantage-points. BlameIt is in production deployment at Azure and produces results with high accuracy at low overheads.
Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, I summarize the work presented in this thesis, and outline some lines of future work that could improve the systems I built and the Internet performance in general.

6.1 Conclusions

This thesis supports the following thesis statement: it is possible to build practical systems to help ISPs and cloud providers better analyze and understand Internet routing policies and localize the faults in the Internet to improve its performance. The work presented in this thesis made the following contributions:

We revisit the AS relationship problem and inference techniques. We first develop a simple inference algorithm that achieves accuracy comparable to that of the state-of-the-art inference technique, AS-Rank, indicating that the types of most links in validation datasets are relatively easy to infer. We then construct different subsets of the validation dataset that might be considered hard and use these as benchmarks for evaluating improvements in AS relationship inference. Further, we observe that many of the features that can be used by inference techniques are of a stochastic nature, so we present a probabilistic AS relationship inference algorithm, ProbLink. It provides a framework for easy integration of many noisy but useful attributes into the relationship inference algorithm. We show that this probabilistic algorithm is more accurate and less sensitive to the locations of vantage points and BGP paths compared to the state-of-the-art algorithms. Our evaluation of ProbLink shows that it achieves an error rate that is better than that of AS-Rank overall by $1.7 \times$, and achieves $1.8-6.1 \times$ better error rate for various categories of
We developed three real-world practical applications on top of ProbLink. We developed a route leak detection system to troubleshoot the Internet safety issues, a selective advertisement prediction system to help operators predict the impact of traffic engineering policies on the active BGP paths, and a complex relationship inference system to understand the hybrid relationships in the Internet. Compared to the current state-of-the-art AS relationship inference algorithm, ProbLink increases the precision and recall of route leak detection by 4.1× and 3.4× respectively, reveals 27% more complex relationships, and increases the precision of predicting the impact of selective advertisements by 34%.

We developed a system, BlameIt, that automatically localizes the faulty AS when there is latency degradation between clients and cloud locations, using a combination of analysis of passive measurements (TCP handshake RTTs) and selective active measurements (traceroutes). Such a system is highly valuable for global cloud providers such as Microsoft, Google, and Amazon. BlameIt smartly leverages the passively collected measurements and a small amount of active probes for its fault localization. In doing so, BlameIt avoids the problems of intractability that stifled prior tomography based solutions and prohibitively high overhead that plagued probing solutions based on global vantage-points. BlameIt is in production deployment at Azure and produces results with high accuracy at low overheads.

6.2 Future Work

6.2.1 Performance-based Routing Optimization With SD-WAN

Over the course of doing the research work in my thesis, I realized that BGP has a few limitations. BGP was designed for exchanging routing reachability information, but it lacks a method to do performance-based route selection. For example, when there is performance degradation between clients and the cloud, the BGP path will not automatically
switch to a more performant path. Moreover, BGP provides ASes with little influence over the other ASes’ routing decisions. For example, if the passive phase of BlameIt identifies an issue in the middle ASes between the clients and the cloud, the cloud provider cannot influence the BGP path from the clients to the cloud. The only way is to contact the network administrators of other ASes and expect them to solve the problem as soon as possible, which may take days or even weeks.

Unfortunately, inter-domain traffic engineering remains a black art where each AS adapts the BGP policies on its routers based on its local view. Even though systems like Google Espresso [113] and Facebook EdgeFabric [98] measure the application end-to-end performance in real-time and manipulates its outbound traffic, it is hard to be optimal. Inbound traffic engineering is even harder to achieve because of limited control over which paths will be selected by the other ASes. Some BGP techniques like AS path prepending, changing the MED attribute value, using the BGP community attribute value to hint the other ASes, and BGP prefix de-aggregation all have their limitations. And these BGP techniques are oftentimes ignored by the other ASes because most ASes make routing decisions based on the peering policy.

Although doing performance-based route selection is difficult, new trends and technologies bring opportunities to cloud providers. An increasing number of enterprises choose to connect their branches to cloud providers’ networks to improve their branch-to-branch routing and the performance of accessing their cloud applications and services. One of these types of cloud services is Azure Virtual WAN (vWAN) [80]. Optimizing routing performance for cloud enterprise customers is hard for two reasons. First, ISPs in-between customers and cloud do not always get customers to the best edge locations to enter the cloud network backbone. Second, enterprise WAN often has very complex topologies, including branch offices widely spread across the world, virtual networks (VNets) deployed in the cloud which form their own private networks, and virtual WAN
hubs\textsuperscript{1} placed in different regions.

To optimize the routing performance for such cloud enterprise customers, a cloud provider needs to solve the following three problems. (1) Routing problem: how to route a customer to a particular ISP to a particular edge location, then from the edge location to a particular vWAN hub and a particular VNet. (2) Measurement problem: how to do measurements to compare the performance of different routes. (3) Optimization problem: how to select the best ISPs, edges, Azure regions to provide the optimal performance to the customer and save their cost. The real challenge of solving these three problems is scale, because the number of possible routes from the customer to Azure is very large.

For the routing problem, a cloud provider has four knobs to steer vWAN customer traffic: 1) which cloud regions to host vWAN hubs, 2) which edge site(s) to ingress/egress customer traffic, 3) which peering connection(s) to ingress/egress customer traffic, 4) The SD-WAN controller at the customer side dynamically controls the route through which ISP to enter the cloud network. The \textit{Software-defined Wide Area Network (SD-WAN)} controller can be informed by the cloud provider about which egress ISP they should select.

The traditional function of enterprise WAN was to connect users at the branch office to applications hosted on servers in the enterprise’s own data center. Typically, dedicated MPLS circuits were used for secure and reliable connectivity. It is now a cloud-centric world: enterprises use a lot of cloud applications. The traditional WAN is no longer suitable mainly because backhauling all traffic to the enterprise’s data center where firewalls are deployed introduces latency and hurts application performance. SD-WAN is a software-defined approach to managing the enterprise WAN, and it is a popular technology that many enterprises have adopted.

SD-WAN contains two components, SD-WAN appliance and SD-WAN controller. SD-WAN appliance, or customer premises equipment (CPE), is a specialized router deployed at the branch site, which only does packet forwarding. The CPE devices are all connected

\textsuperscript{1}Virtual WAN hub is a regional core of the virtual WAN which contains a hub gateway that serves as a connection point for branches and virtual networks.
to a centralized SD-WAN controller. The SD-WAN controller is the brain, and decides which packets should go which route. The SD-WAN controller is often located in the SD-WAN vendor’s cloud.

By leveraging the SD-WAN devices deployed at the enterprise customers’ side, a cloud provider has the opportunity to do performance-based ingress traffic engineering by redirecting user traffic to carefully advertised unicast addresses.

6.2.2 Internet Measurement Tools

The future research and development of measurement tools will help accelerate the improvement of Internet performance. BlameIt relies on Traceroute to do fine-grained fault localization. However, Traceroute has a few shortcomings.

Not all of the devices along the path respond to Traceroute, which makes the router IP address and RTT information in-between the source and destination incomplete, and makes it difficult for BlameIt to locate the fault. Some network administrators block ICMP traffic, while some firewalls block UDP traffic while allowing ICMP to get through. A technique that can improve the chance of successful Traceroute probing will help BlameIt. Moreover, the ICMP latency might be a wrong indicator of the latency of real production traffic [78].

We do not have a bidirectional Traceroute technique so far. The Internet is bidirectional and the Internet paths can be asymmetric. Due to routing asymmetries, the “forward” (cloud-to-client) and “reverse” (client-to-cloud) Internet paths can be different. BlameIt only uses traceroutes issued from the cloud locations, but we believe that bidirectional Traceroute techniques can be incorporated into BlameIt’s active phase to pinpoint the faulty AS more accurately.
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